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tone approves UP:
By MIKE MOON
Managing Editor
After an 11 a.m. meeting
with University President
Ernest Stone Tuesday, Nov.
28, SGA President Keith
Peinhardt and W U S station
manager David Driscoll
announced the aquisition of
the long awaited United
Press International (UPI)
wire service machine.
The student radio station
has worked for over a year to
obtain the machine and had
thought themselves successful on Nov. 13 when the
SGA senate passed a bill
calling for the purchase of
the machine by an overwhelming vote.
However, SGA President
Peinhardt decided to veto
the bill due to a shortage of

Commissioned lieuternnts
Seven JSU students will receive their
commissions as second lieutenants at the
fall cornissinning ceremony to be held
Dec. 15. U. S. Army commissionees are
Ricky E. Haney and Mike1 E. Wagner
from Fort Payne, Glenn C. Johnson from

Anniston, Clois E. Boozer Jr., and Henry
K. Burgess from Jacksonville and John
D. Woody from Birmingham. The U. S.
Marine Corps commissionee is Robert A.
Spencer from Sylacauga.

Browning discusses Hearst tria

funds in the SGA budget.
M e n he announced h i s
decision to veto the bill
Peinhardt promised to work
with WLJS in obtaining the
machine through
the
university.
Tuesday's meeting was,the
culmination of those efforts.
At the meeting Dr. Stone
agreed to university funding
of the wire service machine
an a three month trial basis
from Jan. 1 to Mar. 1, 1979.
Dr. Stone stated that the
purchase of the machine was
not final yet but he personally guaranteed the three
month trial "even if it has to
come out of my own pocket."
He went on to say, "I think
they (WLJS) should have
every opportunity to im-

prove the station."
According to Driscoll the
machine will cost $68 per
week for a three month trial.
Driscoll thanked Peinhardt
and his aid and said, ''I think
it is great that Dr. Stone did
this for the students and thc
radio station. I have the
utmost respect for him,
because he really want3 ts
help the students ad
Jacksonville. "
Peinhardt expressed
pleasure at the acquirement
of the UP1 machine without
baving to take the money out
of the depleted SGA entertainment budget. He
stated that he would like to
thank Dr. Stone for his
generosity and that he felt
that Dave Driscoll and the

WLJS staff would make the
maximum possible use of the
machine.
Driscoll and Peinhardt
both stressed that not m~iy
did the UP1 machine bring
news to the radio station but
would also allwu events a$
JSU to be sent nationwide on
the wire service. Peinhardt
said, "1 feel this will be a
tremendous aid in public
relations for Jacksonville
State."
It was aiso brought out
that by the cost of the
machine being taken out of
the school's fund the SGA
would be able to use the
monies originally appropriated by the senate for
the machine to bring in some
top rated performers for
mncerts in the s ~ r i n e .

Baker selected for East-West
Jesse Baker, Jacksonville
State University's Little All America defensive tackle,
has been selected to play in
the East West Shrine Game
according to an announce~nent in San Frand s c o today.
Baker will probably play
d~fensi?.cend in the Jan. 6
contest. Baker's preserice rll
the contest will mark the
first time a Jacksonville
State athlete h a s ever

will be the 54th shrine game.
"Jesse is very deserving of
this honor and I'm sure he
will represent Jacksonville
State and the Gulf South
Conference well in the
game," head coach Jim
Fuller said when asked
about his All-America
tackle. "He has a fine future
in proiessional fostbdl and
this will give him an Opportunity to show the scouts
What he can do against

Baker, a 6-5, 265-pound
senior from conyers, Ga.,
has helped the Gamecmks
win two consecutive Gulf
,South Conference titles and
play in two NCAA Wvision Il
national playoffs. The
Gamecocks finished second
in 1977 and lost to Delaware
in the first round of the
p29y~fF~
t h b ~year.

three years ar.d NAIA alldistrict three years. He was
voted the top defensive
player in the Grantland Rice
Bowl last year.
Baker, naturaliy, was
looking forward to the trip.
"I'm looking forward to
the game for two reasons,"
Eaker said this week. ''First,
I've neyyerbeen to California
---.serf\rd, it wili give me
addition to M l - k i e ~ c a an opportunity to show what
honors (Associated press I can do in front of the scouts.
and Kodak), Baker has ~twill he an irmortant week

Fuller said when asked

Browning. d&c ses Heal
her apartment in Berkeley, five people with automatic
By JANA McPVMBRTER
Calif. Various tape recorded weapons. They were idenEntertainment Editor
''We can lament, of course m e s a g e s were left in dif- tified by the photographs
.hat good people are not ferent areas of the city with taken by surveillance
zxactly going to be attracted b e voice of Patricia Hearst cameras in the bank as
,o run for public office if this and various Sy~nbianese Patricia Hearst and four
[assassination) keeps up," liberation Army (SLA) members of the SLA. At;aid former U. S. Attorney members' voices on the torney Broming and the San
i m e s J. Browning in his tapes. Browning said, "It Francisco Chief of the
qeech Tuesday night to an seemed, listening to those Federal Bureau of Int a p e s a s they came in vestigation ( F B I ) were
stimated 150 students.
t h a t bothered by one of the
Browning was calling p r o g r e s s i o n
3ction to stop terrorism in p r o g r e s s i v e l y P a t r i c i a Plotographs which showed
.he United States and that Hearse a s a kidnap victim Patricia Hearst firing line of
.he people must reject was becoming less and less m e of the SLA members.
mlitical assassination. The of a kidnap victim and more These two men decided to
brnalmistic concep that and more of an SLA mem- give her a chance because of
h e end justifies t!ie means k r , This culminated shortly their doubt a s to whether she
must be stamped out if any before the bank robbery in was held a t gunpoint during
'lope for a good government April of 1974 with her tape the bank robbery or not and
corded voice stating that issued a material witness
S n live.
To bring him his point, 'they (SLA) have offered warrant for Patricia Hearst.
Browning went into great m e the opportunity to go The other SLA members
detail of "the Trial. of the home or t~ stay and fight. I were charged with bank
Century," the trial of h e i r a s h v e chosen to stay and robbery.
fight."
To clear this up, the
Patricia Hearst.
Following this message, photographs which two
The Hearst story began on
Feb. 4, 1974 when Patricia the Hibernia Bank in San cameras made a t a rate of
Wrst was kidnapped from Fracisco was r0bbd by m e per one and one-half
second and blew them up six
times on a piece of movie
film. When this film was run
through a projector, looking
Iike an old silent movie film,
it was shown that the SLA
member
was
merely
swinging her gun around and
not pointing it let Patty
Hearst nor were any of the
other members. The Grand
Jury reached the same
oonclusion apd indicted her
for bank robbery.
Browning said, "For the
followhr~g month, the SEA
played a cat and mouse
game with the FBI. They
moved to Los Angeles
because they thought that
the FBI was getting too close
for comfort not withstanding
that for several weeks they
had resided in a building not
m r e than three or four
blocks from the Federal
Building where the FBI was
headquartered in San
Francisco ."
In May of 1974, the SLA
made its fatal mistake.
h i l y and William Harris
and Patricia Hearst went out
for supplies and stopped at
Mel's Sporting Goods Store.
The Harrises got out of the
Volkswagen van parked
across the street while
Jam?$Browning
Patricia stayed in the van

Baker will probably play
defensi 2 er,d in the Jan. 6
cnntest. Eaker's presence la
the contest will- mark the
first time a Jacksonville
State athlete h a s ever
with fwo fully loaded' participated in this event. It
automatic weapons, keys in
the ignition and all alone.
Meanwhile, inside the
store, a young security
guard saw William Harris
By DAVID FQRD
stuffing an item in his pocket
Editor
and arrested him. A scuffle
Officials of the Calhoun
ensued which moved outside County Health Department
with Emily Harris joining in. are scheduled to conduct
Patricia Hearst picked up another inspection of the
one of the automatics and campus cafeteria and Chat
fired spraying bullets 'Ekn Inn later this month.
through the glass window. Both facilities failed in'Ihe young guard hid behind spections in October and the
a concrete pole about one cafeteria failed to follow up
foot wide. One bullet went inspection last month.
through the plate glass
However, Food services
windoow of the store through director E r i c Hill feels
a n employe's shirt and confident that the next inthrough the pencil in his spection will show marked
breast pocket.
improvement. When inThe Harrises and Patricia terviewed last week, Hill
got away in the van. They stated, "As of today (if an
knew they had to get rid of inspection were held), we'd
the van because it was hot probably have in the neighand here is where they made borhood of eight to 12
their mistake. That morning demerits
---- -- --- ."
On the two ~~i~~ irithe van had been written up
for a traffic violation and spections, the c a f e t e r i a
when they abandoned it and
stole another car, they did
aot take the parking ticket
out of the van. The ticket had
the address of where it had
been parked which was the
hide out of the SLA. The
By JANA McWHORTER
other members heard what
Last Monday night, Eric
had happened and found Hill, SAGA Foods director
them a new hide-out in the for the campus, discussed
same qeighborhood. Police improvements in the food
found the van and followed a service a t the Student
trail and found the new SLA Government Association
hide-out.
A
shoot-out meeting (SGA).
followed and all the other
In another action, the SGA
members were killed.
waivered the $25 charter fee
The three, Patricia Hearst so that the Handicapped
and the Harrises criscrossed Organization could be
the country twice living for a recognized.
short time in Sacramento
The director, Eric Hill,
where a very serious bank
told
the senators that SAGA
robbery connected to the
had
made improvements in
SLA occurred in which a
pregnant woman and her their sanitary operations
unborn child were killed. such a s contacting Orkin to
This robbery has never been spray every month or a s
often a s needed for roaches.
solved.
On Sept. 18, 1975, the Students were seeing more
Harrises and Patty Hearst roaches now because the
Wray and lack of food were
were arrested.
Browning called the trial forcing the roaches out tr
of Patty Hearst the trial of look for food. To brighten the
his life and one that he never ca.feteria, paintings, carpet
wanted to go through again. and music had been added.
him about
His first meeting with F. Lee kesenator
in nesdaay, N ~
Bailey went a s follows: the
21 edition of ' t h e Chan(§ee BROWNING, Page 2) ticleer" and Hill said that
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the game for two reasons,"
about his All-America
h k e r said t h ~ week.
s
"First,
tackle. "He has a fine future
I've n e ~ ~heen
e r to California
ym proressro~iaifeotbali aniu
xri S Q ~ ~ it~ will
F ~ give
; ~ me
this wil give him an opi, addition to dl-hie~ca
an opportunity to show what
portunity to show the scouts honors j ~ ~ ~ press
~ ~ I can
i do~ in front
t ~of the
d scouts,
what he can do against ,d
~ ~ d ~ ] k ) ~ , has~ It kwill be~ an important
~
week
university division players." earned all-conference honors for me."
in 1977 and lost to Delaware
in the first round of the
phyofk t b k v e x .

SAGA expects another inspec~on
1

received 68 demerits and
then 42 demerits on the
follow-up.
Hill explained that the
remaining demerits could be
given for defects in the
facility. He also said that

these defects are now being
looked into by campus
maintenance.
One major problem noted
by the previous inspections
was that of insect problems.
SAGA is now under contract

By DAVID FORD
Editor
SAGA food services has
amounted that beginning
next semester there will be
"unlimited seconds" in the
campus cafeteria.
Eric Hill, food services
director, said that the new
program will increase the
cost of meal plans by $16.43 a
semester.
He said that the plan will
students "go back as

many times a s they want on
everything we offer except
milk and steak." The cost of
those two items are the
reason for the limitation,
according to Hill. He said
that SAGA wanted to limit
the cost to the student as
much a s possible, and inclusion of those two items
would have meant a larger
(See FOOD, Page 2)

Guess who

Hill tells SGA
many of the demerits
received had been on
problems not connected with
sanitary practices such as
cracks in the floor and
ceiling that are due to the
age of the facility for
Gamecock. He also said that
the writer of the ar,ticle did
not have time to go tRrough
and see the improvemen@
already made. The writer
had to go on reports made by
the Health .Department in
&t. 24 and Nov. 2.
In the other action, one
senator brought the motion
that the $25 charter fee be
waivered so that the Handicapped Organization could
function a s a legal group on
campus because of the
pressing need for this
university to be made accessible to handicapped
students. He also brought up
another motion for the SGA
president to appoint a
committee to work on the
handicapped
~ ,
students
behalf. Both of these motions
passed easily.

with Orkin and E l l com.
ments, "1 do feel that we're
reaching a p i n t where we
have them (insects) under
control." He
explainer'
that the contract with O r ~ i n
is being used to the fullest
extent and said that the
company has been in the
cafeteria a total of five times
within the past month.
Prior inspections also
noted
problems
with
cleanljlless. Hill says that
the "people" problems have
been tairen care of, and that
management of food services in continuously emphasizing the importance of
sanitation.
Another problem which
(See S-4GA, Page 2)
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The person is now a member of the JSU faculty. For those
needing help identifying hen the answer can be found
in the papere
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Van'ety in the Amen'can food or

'Let'sh u e a sandwich sandwich '

KJOE

BOWLLEY
f2iends mth Kegre."
The summer of my ninth
The priest was silent for a
year (19691, Mom and Dad moment. ' h e n he "cld me
sent me off for a two week ma"L6kinga Negro 1s a hard
stay at Camp Maclean in thing to be m these days. And
Wisconsin. After a three- you probably have been
hour bus ride, I arrived at a taught that it's not right to be
secluded little cabin, and I friends with them. But it's
was shocked at all of the wrong not lo be friends wiLl
blacks there.
them. They are people, and if
After we were all split into you want to be anybody's
groups, I was delighted to friend, you have the right to
find that there were only be So be nice to this 'friend'
whites, or "Us", in my and ask i;od to help you see
gmup. Off we went to our that this friendship is a gaad
cabir,. We voted for the name thing."
of "Mohawk" for our group,
"Thank you, Father."
as all the "tribes" had In'The next day, h c l showed
dian names.
one side of friendship. On the
B e f ~ r eI h e w what had way to our archery lesson,
happened "'they" had h- Steven and I saw an
vaded. A srnalt Negm boy overgrown path going off
was appointed to our cabin. fromthe main trail.
We were now, Oh God, how
' . ' k t ' s go that way," 1
a u l d it happen, integrated. =id. And off we went.
His name was Steven
After a half hour of
The first black walking through stickers and
I'd ever gotten close enough briars, we'd still not arrived
to touch. But I didn't touch at the archery site. We
him. I just stayed clear. He trudged on. We were sure
lcloked mean.
&at this was the right way to
The counselors told Steven the site.
he and I would be "blood
We were wrong.
A few hours, we were lost,
bmthers." When we went
swimming, hiking. to arts huzgry and crying. But we
and crafts or whatever, we \vent on. We got ta a swampy
were to always be together. area, and decided to ford it.
We ended up in shoulderA pair. 1 was so thrilled.
Steven and 1 got to be high green slime. I knew that
pretty good friends. He our tears were raising the
sa\ ed me from being bitten water level even more.
by a water m o c a s s ~in the
We finally got out, after at
lake when we were swim- least a vdk-swim of 1000
n h g . I was grateful and yards.
We came lo a road. and fell
thanked him. We were
friends, but I still felt into each others a r m s
"guilty" about &friending laughing and cryhg that
one of "them."
wc~dmadeit, and were
On Sunday, those of us that to survive. we §aid a u h d 7 s
were Catholic went into town Prayer" and skirted walking
b mass at the local church. I down the road to a big red
farmer told
went to confession before farm house.
hand and told the priest,
we were 12 miles kom
~ me,l Father,
~
~for 1~ Camp Maclean. H~ drove us
have sinned. It's been three back.
since my last conSteven and 1 got punbhed
fession. I haven't redly done for being gone for a total of
anything really bad, except
for one thing. I've b e c ~ m e eight hours' We were
~

~

u

L

A

~

~

o

I

~

~

~

Y

Y

.

'

restricted to o w cabin for a ,and I haven't seen or hear
day, but I didn't mind from lmim since. But every
because I'd found a really once in a while in my prayers
good friend in Steven I remember Steven and
Montgomery.
hank God for him and the
That was nine years ago, lesson I learned.

SAGA
(Continued
Hill says has been removed
is that of water temperature.
In the previous inspections
demerits were given because
the water was not hot enough
to effectively sanitize
cwking and eating utensils.
'Ke Health Department calls
for water at 180 degrees. f i l l
says that maintenance has
turned the water temperature up to where it is
now 180 degrees.
To continue the sanitation
program at the cafeteria,
Hill has organized a
sanitzition committee that
will serve as an internal
Lwpection team. We said that
the committee will meet
once every month and go
over any problems which
they have found with the
sanitation program in the
cafeteria.
Mill says that he has been
informed by the Health

3
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C. is the Super Coke
Sandwich everyone should
try once.
D. The Diet Sandwich is
the tastiest one, consisting of

two slices of bread with ont
lettuce leaf in between. I1
you get tired of the diet, 2
sprinkle of salt will renelr
your interest.
BON APPETIT!

Tea set for Mimosa judges

(Continued From Page I )
increase in the overall price ''have the opportunity to
Of the meal ticket.
change if they don't like their
The change in the meal selection."
plan came about as the
He said that overall the
result of the Student Attitude students rated the cafeteria
Survey taken by the as
"average."
problems
were The
in biggest
variety
cafeteria.
By PAUL MERRILL
Hill commented that and food tastesIf
you have been told over
He
said
that
the
cafeteria
most
s4udents
were
arid over again that jobs for
dissatisfied
with
the
be working in the area of
''variety at l ~ c and
h dm- food tastes, but pointed out ones that major in liberal
ner." He adde&that the new that very few specific arts are scarce, and you are
were made by the frustrated because you say,
program Will allow the
students to make a choice for students in this regard and have a major in English or
an item that they might not that he needs specific input' - some other phase of liberal
select now became they will to
aid SAGA in pleasing arts, and don't have the
desire nor the inclination to
the students.
m j o r in anything else, you
may find a ray of hope after
reading this article.
(Continued From Page 1)
The
Report sagis that
.
testified that she had no idea
he had given ili*. He d ~ m wtd c o m e l i n ~

Browning

ii 7 '

choice among sandwiches
and sandwiches. I love that
because you can put all sorts
Switzerland
of very colourful sauces in
between and over the sandh a country such as the wich. But after four months
United States made of so in this country, I am getting
many different cultures, I tired of this extreme
expected much more variety!
diversity in the cooking. Of
From Page 1)
course there are restaurants
A. The Bread Sandwich
Department
that
an
serving Chinese Mexican, consists of two slices of
operating permit for Chat
J a p a n e s e , I n d a n e s i a n , bread with a slice of bread in
'Em Inn has been approved. Hawaiian or whatever food. the middle. (If you have
It was noted on the last inBut those restaUrant.5 are to problems with this recipe,
spection that Chat 'Em was
be found in certain larger feel free to come and see me
cperating in violation of
towns and it is not what at the International House,
state and county re ylations.
constitutes the daily diet of room 110).
He says that the next in- the average American-and
B. The Sandwich §andwich
spection of Chat 'ern may be
student eating in the consists of two slices of
better than what he expects
cafeteria.
bread with a Bread Sandfor the cafeteria. Again, he
wish in the middle. It is most
The
daily
routine
for
most
feels that demerits received
suited for the hungry.
lo£
us
here
consists
rather
of
a
rn the next mspection will be
for facility conditions rather
than cleanliness. He said
that maintenance is looking
into
correcting
these
pro blems.
One problem with Chat
'em in the last hspections
was that of hot water. Hill
says that the water temm e Miss Mimosa judges full-time
students
at
perature there has also now
State
been turned up to 180 tea wwii be Jan. 10 at the J a c k s o n v i l l e
University (12how load) are
degrees. Pn addition, a k i n is bternationd House from
p.m.
foliowed
by
the
Miss
eligible
for n0mhati0n by a
being used to eliminate the
&hlosa presenktion at
club, organization, sorority,
roach problem.
ifi the Student
katernity, dormitory, etC.
mons Auditorium, Jan. 10.
sing!e women who are The fee for nomination is $20
BYYVONNE N'YDEG@ER

aqd should be paid by Dee.
15.
1 contestants must
report to the photography
dep3rtment in the basement
ot Brewer Hall for both a
portrait and group picture at
3 p.m., Jan. 4.

Following the picture
session, Mimosa staf
members
meet briefl!
with the contestants to givi
all necessary information
mncerning the judges' te;
and the presentation and tc
answer questions.

Sociology Department
plans Advisement Day
services; service industries;
manufacturing companies;
consulting
firms;
investment firms; government
agencies; chemical companies; the health care field
and communications.
A multitude of jobs are
available in each of the
above areas.
By researching company
or institutional information,
the Occupational Outlook
Handbsok or the DOT, job-

.,...

-A,....-...

,i

t,.

The Department
of attend. Faculty member
Sociology will have an ad- will assist you in working ou
visement day on Tuesday, the trial schedule for sprin,
Thl
semester.
Dec. 5, from 2-5 in the faculty 1979
lounge on the third floor of Department of Sociology wil
Brewer Hall. All sociology be offering a number of nel
majors are especially en- courses for the first tim
couraged to attend. Also during the spring semester
those students with a minor You will want to pay par
in anthropology, geron- ticular attention to the net
.tology, social work, or courses and attend thi
sociology are encouraged to session if at all possible.

MS1n fdDZ"2~n Po 9 Qk c
@

"Jim, why don't you elisanis

the case and we will
cooperate and you will be a
Rero?" said F. Lee Bailey,
Patty Hearst's attorney.
Browning's reply, "Lee, I do
not think I will be a hero if I
dismiss this case. Why don't
you plead her guilty and 1
will tell the court that she
cooperated and the court will
take that into consideration?"
Bailey's defense was that
d physical duress which
means that she was forced to
commit those acts or they
would kill her.

(continued r'rom rage 11
testified that she had no idea
The evidence against her whether the gun was loaded
consisted of the incident at and that she didn't have any
Mel's Sporting Goods Store bullets on her.
and the many opportunities
Browning
used
a
&e had to escape. She even businessman who had gcne
admitted that the SLA had into the bank in a hurry and
given her a chance to escape. let the swinging glass door
Ajailhouse tape in which she dam. When he looked back,
told a girlfriend (s6-angely he saw Patricia Hearst on
enough, the young lady was ' her knees picking up the clip
from the family who owned and bullets that had fallen
the Mibernia bank) that she out.
was unhappy that she had
She also testified that she
been caught hurt her. hated Willie Wolfe who had
Another very damaging raped her yet she carried
incident happened during the around a figure from the
bank robbery when she ancient Olmec civilization

-

r..r

that he had given I~&T.He
also carried a figure similar
to the one she carried in her
purse.
Patricia Hearst was
convicted to seven years in
prison and will come up for
parole next year.
Browning ended his speech
with the quote that, "What
you see depends on where
you sit." He called for all to
be tolerant and work within
the system aild when
"despots or tyrants take
aver, the system has a built
in safe guard, you can
always kick the bums out."

I
I

(

PELHAM
PLAZA

vbbu'Jurr"r.ur

vurlvun

The Cam Report says that Handbook or the DOT, jobplacement and counseling seekers can ideniify the
officers report that the particular positions that are
emDlovers are compatible w1t11 their own
particulirly seceptive to skills and interests.
liberal arts graduates: InSo don't be discouraged.
surance companies for Things seem to be looking up
computer programming for liberal arts majors. We at
trainees and insurance CDCS have quite a bit of
Maintenance request
sales; department stores for company information that boxes have been installed in
retail management and you might want to take a look all buildings.
All mainbuying; universities for at and also several copies of tenance requests should be
entry-level people, staff both the Occupational placed in the boxes for daily
assistant positions, ad- Outlook Handbook and the
missions work, alumnae Dictionary of Occupational pickup by maintenance
relations, fund raising; Titles. Take a little time to personnel. Each request
banks for management drop by the CDCS Center and should be marked with the
trainee positions, clerks, check these resources out. building name and room
tellers, officers; community

Maintenance asks
for requests in boxes

I

number and any other
identifying information. The
person making the request
Aould sign the request so if
additional information is
needed this person can be
contacted. Only emergency
repairs should be phoned in.
Thank You for Your
cooperatior.

I

A Public Service of this newspaper Br The Advertising Council

Center supports courses

Today is
the fitst day
of the rest'
of your life.

The Center for Individualized Instruction is
supporting several courses
in spring semester, 1979. For
students taking Math 101,
two individualized sections
are offered. These sections
are taught by the Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) and are
marked "PSI" in the class
schedule. Under PSI, the
course material is presented
in units that are mastered
sequentially. Tests are given
individually
and
are
privately discussed immediately after they are
taken, while the memory of
the test is still fresh. Furthermore, the test functions
as a teaching tool, because if
the test isn't passed, the
student goes back and
restudies the material and
can then take a different
version of the test on the
.same material with the last
s o r e being used for grading.
Other individualized

2 Liter

1 Lb.

courses available in spring
include LS101, Academic
Survival Skills, LS 105,.
Reinforcing Communication
Skills, and LS 110, Reinforcing Quantitative Skills.
'Ihe LS 101class is taught by
the PSI system and presents
different study techniques to
help students study more
efficiently and effectively.
'Ihe LS105 classes are individualized through the
Writing Clinic in Pannell
Hall LS 105 is specifically to
help the student who does not
have the basic skills in
hglish to pass English 101,
a- who wishes to improve
Ehglish skills before taking
Ehglish 101.
The LS 110 course is a PSI
course that is designed to
improve the student who is
not ready for Math 101 or
wants to improve his math
skills before attempting
Math 101. LS 110 is also an
excellent course for the

students who are afraid of
mathematics.
In addition to the courses
offered, the Writing Clinic in
Pannell Hall provides individual help in composition
to students. The Reading
Lab, on the third floor of
Ramona Wood, offers individual work in improving
reading at all levels.
Students can learn to read
faster and can alco illcrease
their comprelxilslon skills.

Any student wishmg to learn
imDroved studv ~ractices
can also come t;, tde center
for Individualized Instruction (105 RWB) where
information on studying
better can be found. The
Writing Clinic, Reading Lab,
and study information are
available for any student
who wishes to come in and
work, but who may not have
enough time in any one
semester to sign up for a
course.
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Think before
you quit
By MAURICE BOWLES
News Editor
beep
Enough has
Asalways, a t the endof the ,id by others about the
fall semester, about one acade&c opportunities at
rourth of the freshman class college-opportunities to,
will pack their bags, not for gain knowledge that most
the Christmas holidays, but high school educated parents
for a permanent vacation would literally cut their right
from college.
hands off for. Enough has
More often than not, the also been said about the
reasoning will be that after a probable monetary gains one
semester in college, they will receive from a college
have decided "college just degree.
isn't for me." It is amazing
But few people talk about
to this writer that such a the intangible gains from the
decision could be made after experience of college. 'The
such a short try at higher variations and opportunities
learning. Many freshmen of college life cannot be
that make this decision for duplicated anywhere else in
this reason surely -do not this earthly existance. A
realize the opportunity that person is thrown in among
they are throwing away, or &hers a s equally unknown b
the sacrifices that have
taken place to give them
(See QUITTING, Page 5)
such an opportunity.

mywW78Q

Sledge comments
on JSU situation
Dear Fellow Students,
What follows is, I hope, not simply another letter of
complaints. It is an expression of concern about our
university. It is a sincere expression. I hope you will read
;+
LC.

I think it is an outrage that people actually believe that
JSU campus is up to par. In my opinion those who do
should be thought of a s misguided or pathetically
misinformed. Outraged by homecoming mishaps, Black
students asked the administration for changes. The administration apparently hoped to stop further aggressive
movement by a few temporary gestures. In other words
"a keep-the-niggers quiet approach" was used to make
Blacks feel a s though someone really cared about the
insignificant few.
Now that the confusion is over and the so-called Black
students have settled down in their places, the university
has seen fit to neglect the situation.
On the other hand, the administration is not the only
organization capable of indifference or creating change.
Students, in particular, seem not to give a damn. If only
students could see they are genuinely capable of bringing
about a change! But permanent change has to be brought
about together. Unfortunately few people on this campus

.

I

WEEKLY SPEC

(See SLEDGE, Page 5)

Rep. Leo Ryan s' slaying stirs bitterness in D. C.

w

ByGENE

WASHINGTON -- The
is still in shock over
( the bizarre suicide - killings
in Guyana, South America.
More than 900 disciples of the
Peoples Temple joined their
fanatical leader, Jim Jones,
w
an an orgy of poisoning and
hooting. Hundreds more, it
"is believed, fled into the
unable to work.
One cominon method usea jungle to escape.
to deceive former soldiers The brutal slaying of
and officers was to explain California Rep. Leo Ryan
that they were being tran- and four others touched off
sported to a reception for the death orgy. It has also
Prince Sihanouk, former stirred a bitter controversy

1 nation

Genocide in this Century 1
Genocide is a word coined following the "liberation" of
in the 20th Century to ex- Cambodia the ABC, NBC and
press the kind of mass CBS evening news shows
murder carried out on the "combined gave one minute
scales that Hitler and Stalin of news a month to a purge
committed. The memory of that in terms of relative
population exceeded the
Hitler's slaughter of Jews is a
nFbr's anO

p
p
p
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cheered them. Although
many had heard of atrocities
committed by the Khmer
Rouge in the countryside (e.
g., village headmen beaten
to death with hammers,
beheading of Buddhist
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prominent people in the
event of Jones' arrest.
The State Department also
received complaints that
cult members were held at
the colony against their will
and that they had been
subjected to abuse. Consular
officers visited the colony
but could not verify the
charges.
The
m u r d e r e d
congressman also received a
prophetic letter from Jones'
attorney, Mark Lane. "You
may judge, therefore,"
wrote l a n e on NAY 6 "the

decades, the chemical
companies have been
ourying their wastes. These
forgotten chemicals have
combined ir, some places to
form a deadly witches' brew.
In several cities, the
chr,mical solutions a r e
.%epingto the surface. They
a r e appearing in a r e a s
where homes and schools
have now been built.
The deadly ooze has
produced a host of hazards.
Birth defects are showing up
in children who were born in
( . L n - 4 L d -

of the new laws. It was only
after we began investigating
the situation, say our
sources, that the EPA
recently identified 638 dump
sites containing chemical
wastes that may be an
"imminent hazard to public
health."
American Casualty: The
first American casualty of
the Nicaraguan civil war has
just been confirmed by State
Cesar
A
W
sources.
Amadac_a
He was
25.
Department

ueneaaing ot 6uddhist
stark in our minds and We daughter of Hitler's and monks and knifing children
are constantly reminded of S t a l i n ' s c o n c e n t r a t i o n to death) the general mood
it. The most recent and camps," according to a was one of euphoria, of peace
by
D r . E r n e s t at last. It was to be a temgripping of these reminders study
was the series "Holocaust" a k f e v e r . Perhaps they follow porary feeling.
Beginning at about 9 a.m.
few months ago. The world Stalin's maxim that, "One
at that time was so sickened death is a tragedy; a million that morning the nightmare
began with the expulsion
by Hitler's policy that the deaths are a statistic."
The estimates of the kom the hospitals of the sick
United Nations passed a
treaty known a s the number of people killed in and wounded. Those who did
Genocide Convention in an the bloodbath varies from not obey were frequently
attempt to outlaw such 500,000 to the "statistic" of h o t . John Barron and Antwo
million.
Richard thony Paul in their definitive
brutality.
Why then with all of the H o l b r o o k e , a s s i s t a n t account of this awful event,
world-wide reaction that secretary of state for East Murder of a Gentle Land,
accompanied the past ac- Asian affairs, put the figure gave the following example :
"Having ordered all villas
tions of Hitler and Stalin has at 1.2 million and the killing
in the fashionable Boulevard
the world so blatantly continues.
The story of this massacre Monivong vacated, troops
ignored the terrible killing of
sickening detected movement behind
Cambodians by Cambodians is one of
that is far worse than any of inhumanity to man; one that the window of one of the
the horrors inflicted by any should stir even the most large houses. They fired a
madman in history? This numb conscience and one bazooka round into a window
silence is especially con- that turns the stomach. It and eight occupants ran in
spicuous when it comes from begins with the emptying of panic out the front door.
the mass media, particularly the capital city of Phnom Soldiers lined them all upthree men, three women,
TV, which is so quick to Penh on Aprril 17, 1975.
When the Communist and two children-and shot
scream
when
such
authoratarian pro-American troops, the Khmer Rouge, each."
As the people moved out of
regimes a s those in Iran and first occupied the city at
Chile execute a couple of about 7:30 that morning the the cities a t a terribly slow
leftists. In the 20 months w a r - w e a r y i n h a b i t a n t s pace, they passed dozens of
rotting bodies, lying by the
road, many starved and
r
many shot. "Deaths during
childbirth on the streets
were also frequent," according to Barron and Paul.
I
I
One British journalist said
I
The Chanticleer, established a s a student newspaper
that after five years of war it
at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Tuesday
was "the greatest caravan of
by students of the university. Signed columns represent
human misery" he had ever
the opinion of the writer while unsigned editorials
seen. And on April 18, 1975,
represent the opinion of the Executive Editorial Comthe day after the evacuation
mittee. Editorials do not necessarily reflect the policy of
began, Ferand Scheller,
the JSU administration.
chief of the United Nations
The Chanticleer offices are located on the fourth floor
development project in
of the Student Commons Building, phone 435-9820, ext.
Phnom Penh, declared,
233, and rooms 219 and 220 in Pannell HPU.
"What the Khmer Rouge are
, All correspondence should be directed to The Chandoing is pure genocide."
ticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State University,
The madness also took
Jacksonville Alabama 36265.
place in other cities. In Siem
Reap frenzied
troops
DAVID FORD
.EDITOR
ravaged
civilian
and
m
i
l
i
t
a
r
y
h
o
s
p
i
t
a
ls,
MIKE MOON.
MANAGING EDITOR
slaughtering patients in their
beds. At one civilian
David Johnson, Sports Editor
hospital, they massacred
Jerry Stinson, Staff Cartoonist
approximately 100 patients
' with clubs, knives and
Maurice Bowles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . News Editor
bullets.
J m a McWhorter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Entertainment Editor
After the population had
Executive Editorial Committee
been driven into the counDavid Ford, Mike Moon, Maurice Bowles
tryside, Angka Loeu, the
I mysterious
group which
presides over this hell
Fditorial Board
preceded to "purify" the
Jana ~ c ~ h o r t e r Mike
.,
Moon, Maurice Bowles,
population of the unacDavid Johnson David Ford, chairman.
ceptable. The unacceptable
consisted of the military and
Advertising Manager
avil servants of the former
Faculty Advisors
government, the educated
(anyone with over a fifth
grade education) and those
m~lel3
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r r i n c e ainanoue, rormer a i r r e a a aiaer controversy
ruler of Cambodia &,ha was i6i the backrooms s ~ f
still popular. The troops Washington.
The congressman's staff
would then joyfully boarc
trucks and be carried out 6 told us that the State
few miles. The trucks would Department failed to give
then stop and the Khmer Ryan adequate warning of
Rouge in different instances- the danger. Spokesmen for
directed the troops into a the department, in turn,
field which had been seeded insist they percelved "no
with mines a n d then physical danger" to the
detonated the
mines, congressman
and
his
bayoneted or clubbed them delegation.
to death a s they stepped off Yet dissident members of
the trucks, or lined the road the cult had complained to
and fired on them w i ~the FBI about threats of
i violence. The dissidents had
machine guns.
A driver for the a m - told about gun-toting guards
munists who later escaped to and harsh physical beatings.
Thailand said that in May he As early a s last July, one
had seen soldiers kill 17 dissident gave her attorney
teachers from the con- an affidvait, describing
centration camp a t the Wat rehearsals for mass suicide
Ek monastery with axes.
at the Guyana colony.
Not only did the Khmer
The FBI, however, acRouge kill these particular cepted the advice of the U. S.
groups of people, but also attorney in San F r a n c i s ,
massacred their families in 'who claimed the FBI had no
many instances. Barron and jurisdiction
over
the
Paul mentioned an instance allegations because "no
where Angka Loeu had federal laws had been
i d e n t i f i e d , p e r h a p s violated."
mistakenly,
many
Now,theFBIisbelatedly
inhabitants of a particular investigating allegations
village a s former officers, that the cult had a plan to
customs officials and police kidnap or assassinate
agents. Troops marched the
entire population of the
village, about 60 families,
into a forest where hidden
machine gun squads ambushed them, killing about
360 m e n , women and
children.
(Editor's Note: All letters
Murders a r e also carried to the editor submitted to
out on peasants complaining "The Chanticleer" must be
of chronic food shortages signed or they cannot be
and forced labor. Three men printed. Names will be
were tied to trees and burned withheld if so requestd.)
to death near Battambang in
THANKS
western Camb0dia last Dear Students, Faculty and
month after they fell asleep Staff,
at a political lecture. A I a m overwhelmed by the
student who complained kindness, concern a n d
d ~ u the
t maltreatment of generosity which so many of
two old women had his liver you have shown during my
cut out while he Was alive. recent unexpected illness.
-This is a Cmnmon form of Until I can express personal
execution, according
appreciation to each of you, I
various sources.
hope that this public
Remarital Sex is also statement will in some
strictly forbidden. Two measure show you my
teenagers who had sexual feelings. MY husband and
relations at a village near children join me in this
Siem Reap were chopped
expression of gratitude.
death with axes while the Sincerely yours,
other youths watched- One ms. Opal b v e t t ,
commissar announced that English faculty and
boys and girls caught yearbook adviser, Nov. 20.
holdings hands would be
CRISES IN NURSING
executed. Girls and boys are
thus segregated.
President Carter just
After a period of t h e the pocket vetoed the Nurse
Khmer Rouge no longer naining ~ c t .This means
(See CENTER, Page 5 ) %at the government suppost

'

may judge, therefore,"
wrote Lane on Nov. 6, "the
important
counsequences
which may flow from further
persecution of (the cult) and
~ i c may
h very well result
in the creation of a most
embarrassing situation for
the U. S. government."
Rep. Ryan personally
underlined those lines from
Lane's letter. But the
congressman responded that
the implied threat "did not
impress (him) a t all." The
State Department gave
Ryan the green light, and he
flew to Guyana to his death.
The leader of the Peoples
Temple, Jim Jones, was a
former San Francisco
housing official. His church
started out helping people in
trouble. His disciples used to
write to us frequently.
"Brother Jones," they would
write, "urged us to pray for
you and your work." Once,
the church offered to send us
$1,000 to start a scholarship
"..-2

IWU.

We turned
the money
and suggested that Jones
donate it to charity.
Brew:

For

to nursing education has
been stopped including
capitation grants, advanced
training grants, loans,
scholarships
and
traineeships.
The Nurse Training Act of
1978 seeks to maintain the
supply to improve the
distribution of registered
nurses, and to increase the
number of nurses with advanced preparation. Without
passage of this act in the 96th
Congress, nursing students
and nurses desiring advanced education can not
..
acquire federal money for
this new and much needed
knowledge
of
the
professional nurse.
Resident Carter has been
shortsighted
and
discriminatory. M%y is he so
opposed to the decision by
Congress to pass the Nurse
Training Act? There is a
proposed law by American
Nurses Association that by
1985, all nurses must have
education a t the baccalaureate level for entry

.- - - - -- - - ..-.0 7
in children who were born in Department sources. He Was
the contaminated areas. The Cesar Augusto Amador, a '5cancer r a t e has risen. year-old U. S. citizen who
Animal life has died off or was living in Managua.
Amador was arrested
deserted the areas.
September.
the Hefighting
was hauled
last
One of the worst sites, during
ironically, is Niagara Falls,
the honeymoon resort in from his home by dictator
upper New York. But the Anastasia Somoza's National
surfacing chemicals a r e Guard troops. He was apmaking it a dangerous parently suspected of being a
rebel sympathizer, but was
tLystingplace.
Sources who have been never charged with a crime.
authorities
investigating the chemical Nicaraguan
claim
Amador
was
kiled by
menace at Niagara Falls say
that dioxin has been found a t Sandinista guerrillas when
one dumping location. This is they raided the police
m e of the most pisonous station. His body was never
produced; government ofchemicals on earth.
Already, people a r e ficials said he was buried in
deserting their homes. An a mass grave for '(sanitary
environmental official calls purposes.
the polluted sites "ticking
time bombs." He claims
Watch on Waste: The
there are many of them Pentagon is losing millions
across the country.
of dollars every year by
Yet the Environmental making no effort to recover
Protection Agency seems to precious metals from scrap
be shutting its eyes to the materials.
Government
c h e m i c a l c a t a s t r o p h e . auditors recently deterCongress
has
passed mined that $16 million could
legislation to deal with such have been saved just by
bzards, but our sources a t recovering silver from X-ray
the EPA told us that top film solutions. The brass
officials a r e actually hats said they would ustudyll
Mocking the implementation the problem.

into the profession. The
Comprehensive National
Health Insurance plan will
increase the need for
professional RN's in the
future.
The lack of legislating
funds for the Nurse Training
Act will lead to consequences
so devestating that the
nation as a whole suffers.
Cindy E n g e h a n ,
Sandy Engelman,
Jan Green,
Denise Fairchild,
Karen Messich,
Susan Sanders
HOMECOMING QUEEN
Dear Editor,
1 am writing this letter in
regard to the Jax State
KIornecomicg Queen, 197&79
school year. In the first
election h a s Ann Seay won
without any questions from
anyone. Then, some unscrupulous whites referred
back to the SGA constitution
and produced a "clause"
saying : "If the top contender
for homecoming queen does
not win her crown by 50.1 per

cent of the student vote
entitling
her
Miss
Homecoming there will be a
runoff within five days of the
previous election between
the winner of the first
election and her runner-up."
This small "clause" has not
been enforced by the SGA in
13glorious years and since a
change of color was about to
represent "The friendliest
campus in the South," some
of the whites could not and
did not stand f o r such
outrageous changes a s that.
They (some whites) immediately brought this
important portion of the
constitution to the SGA
president, Keith Peinhardt's
attention. He began imenforce
this
the constitution
mediate
actions toand
"clause" to the fullest of his
ability. And a s for Leanne
Cromer, she should be
feeling guilty sitting on the
throne. She didn't get her
cl-own honestly and anyone
with any dignity about
(See LETTERS, Page-5 )
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Sledge comments
(Continued From Page 4)
seem to realize that rather basic fact.
Fraternities, Black or Mite, may continue to have their
beer busts, their personal functions and their socalled
slave auctions. How far into the future do they suppose
such activities will advance their organizations or their
spiritual or intellectual growth a s individuals? Ironically
enough, frater means brother and we still hope that
fraternities on this campus-again Black and White-can
lead in programs promoting brotherhood.
Whether JSU realizes it or not, it takes all skin colors to
put the real meaning into the word "people." People can
only be neglected, whatever color they may be, for so long
before they begin to want blood. Does JSU have to suffer
significantly before significant change comes about?
Some may answer, "Change shows little or no concern for
either hurt or pain. Indeed Booker T. Washington once
said, "One can do little when his hand is in the mouth of
the tiger than pet the tiger." JSU students, especially
Black students, now have a tiger of their own which needs
petting, and has needed petting for over 200 years. So
perhaps it's about time the Black students start biting

down on hands themselves, since in the long run such
action will benefit all students.
Let me now address another group briefly: the athletes.
Fellows and ladies, remember you are also students of
Jacksonville State and have to get involved in school
activities to benefit the campus a s a whole. Sports are
wonderful but obviously not everything. People come to
your events to watch you perform but a true athlete and a
mart athlete performs well on and off the field. I am also
an athlete and a student, so I see no reason why any
student, an athlete or just another student, should not be
involved in the goings on on campus.
I welcome any comment on what I say, have said, or
will say, because I am a free person beyond any bondsfree to speak my piece. I will continue to do so until I am
satisfied that meaningful changes are made on this
campus. So students--all students-for Heaven's sake, for
your university's sake, stand up for your campus or fall
with your campus!
Calvin Sledge,
President AAA

center
(Continued From Page 4)
punished offenders by
shooting them. They hit
them in the back of the neck
with a pickax in order not to
waste a bullet. Of course,
knifings, hangings and
hacking to death with hoes
are still commonplace.
The horror still continues
with no hope in sight for the
Cambodian people. A former
Cambodian law student who
fled to Thailand says that,
"A reign of terror is too
rational a term tQ describe
this butchery. Cambodia is
no longer a country but a
slaughter house.
The
Cambodians have gone
through and continue to
suffer in what may be nicely
described as hell. But the
silence on the outside in
response to the massive
killing is deafening. What

can we do, though?"
There is really not much
that can be done. Sen.
George McGovern, with
what must be a guilty conscience, has suggested that
the United Nations send
military forces into Cambodia to liberate her people.
Action through the UN is not
very possible though considering the friendly attitude
of many Third World
countries toward
the
Cambodian butchers. Leng
Sary,
a
Cambodian
diplomat, was warmly applauded when he appeared
before the UN General
Assembly after having
exclaimed upon arrival in
New York, "'he towns have
been cleaneq."
The extentof our actions in
the UN would probably have

to be limited to the symbolic.
President carter, who
waited until 16 months after
his
inauguration
to
denounce Cambodia as.
"the worst violator of human
rights in the world today,"
could instruct that great
friend of democracy Andrew
Young to walk out of the
General
Assembly,
whenever the representative
of 'Democratic Kampuchea'
(the official name of Cambodia) rises to speak. At
every chance and from
every available forum, those
who speak for the United
States could call on the
world's ons science to condemn such barbarism. The
U. S. should also put all
possible pressure on Red

China, the primary supporter of the Cambodian
regime, to cease this support. Finally, Congress could
adopt a motion of protest
against the activities of this
tyranny.
All of these possibilities
will take a great public
outcry to be accomplished. A
decade ago college students
would have taken to the
streets to protest less
atrocious policies from a
pro-American government.
Now, in this calmer period is
it too much trouble to simply
write letters to your
congressman and senators?
'Ihe freedom of a nation may
literally depend on it.
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Quitting early

his peers as a sheep is to the relieved of working for a (Continued
added pressure
From Page
of the
4)
rest of the flock. One is cast boss and being docked for possibility of being life long
out of family associations. It being late. A college student Pelationships Not only this,
is the opportunity @re to @mastate af limbo where I,.+
..n~~-~;1:4;M
-P

educated child. Banks give
meis adn:itting sat h,
5;~eCial student rates, would rather skttle back
merchants have "student be mediocrity and securitl
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that all men are created
equal. The right of both
sexes to stand before the bar
of justice is fundamental to a
democratic society.
Some people believe
women are already have
equal protection under the
Constitution. The only rights
gained under the Suffrage
Amendment was the right to
vote-their civil liberties
were unaffected. The court
has invalidated an Idaho law
which arbitrarily favored
men over women as administrators of estates
(Reed vs. Reed) but it did
not
overrule
earlier
decisions upholding sex
discrimination cases in other
laws, and it did not hold sex
discrimination cases in other
laws, and it did not hold sex
discrimination is "suspect"
under the 14th Amendment.
The ERA would assure the
ERA
right to be free from
Apparently Lisha Brown is discrimination based on sex.
me of the individuals that
Many people use the scare
does not know the facts about tactic of could on the
the ERA. The ERA is sim- populace, such as the ERA
plistic in form as is our whole could change sexual offense
constitution. The fact that laws, it could force
the ERA amendment is housewives to seek emsimplistic does not mean ployment, and it could make
that there will be a blank all our society unisex. The
check given to the Supreme purpose of the ERA is to
Court or to various insure equal treatment
legislatures to interpret. before of the sexes before the
When the Supreme Court law. So in fact the ERA
interprets the constitution would apply sexual offense
we have two tools to help laws to protect both sexes. It
them, the intent of the would not force a housewife
framers and what has to find a job, it will not affect
already been divided in private or social action
preceeding court cases. between men and women.
Public opinion is also The ERA would not apply to
another important check to social customs, only to
the various ways the ERA governmental action and
would be interpreted. I do legal rights. Another social
not believe the public would impact that many people
stand for lesbianism 101to be believe could happen would
taught in school or any other be the legalization of
nonsense.
homosexuality. An answer to
Simply stated the ERA this could be found by
Amendment provides that reading the proposed
sex should not be a factor in amendment more closely, it
determining the legal rights says equality of rights under
of men and women. "The the law shall not be abridged
amendment will apply only on account of sex, not, please
to governmental action; it note, sexual preference.
will not affect private action Sixteen states have passed
or the purely social their own state ERA laws
relationships between men and the coulds are not
a.7d women."
(Senate reality, there are no
Report 92-689).
homosexual marriages or 50We should consider the 50 police forces.
implications of not passing
ERA would make women
the ERA. If we do not pass subject to the draft. This
the ERA, we are denying would upgrade the status of
some principals of our the women presently serving
democratic heritage. The in the armed forces. No one
pnincipal used by Lincoln, really wants to be drafted or
themselves wouldn't have
accepted "The Crown"
under those circumstances.
For a person to take
someone elses' once in a lifetime "crown," you would
have to be a very cold
hearted and unmorally fit
person to do a thing like the
above mentioned. Miss Ann
Seay won the crown fairly,
but Leanne Cromer just
accepted it. I know when I
say, "Miss Ann Seay,
Homecoming Queen," I have
support from some whites as
well as the Blacks on JSU
campus. I hope that those
who were "neutral" in the
festivities and who read this
article knows which side to
be on. You will be either for
Ann Seay or against her.
This is just one opinion.
Homecoming Politician,
Miss Linda Strickland

sent to war, but if women do
expect to become a first
class citizen with men then
they will also have to perform the full duties of
citizenship. If women were
in combat situations they
would end up in POW
camps and it is frightening
but it is equally frightening
to think of men in POW
camps.
It has been expressed by
Iisha Brown that the main
force pushing the ERA
legislation
is
of
a
homosexual nature. I have a
few other groups backing the
ERA which I felt should be
mentioned such a s both
Democratic and Republican
parties, every President
since Eisenhower, American
Association of Deans,
American Association of
University Women, AFLCIO, American Nursing
Association, Church Women
United, Council of Christian
Social Action, National
Coalition of American Nuns,
United Methodist Church,
Women's Division, General
Assembly
of
the
Presbyterian Church U. S.,
and the National Education
Association. I do not believe
these groups have much
ipterest in adding to the
moral decay of this country
but rather in seeing both
men and women equally
protected by our constitution.
The ERA can protect men
as well as women. It will
extend laws once held sacred
to women also to men
If we passed the ERA
amendment we would then
prohibit obscene language in
the presence of a man as well
as a woman. But men have
nothing to fear because the
states would continue to
have the power to require
segregation of the sexes for
regulatory purposes. This
would keep women out of
your locker room even if we
played on the same team.
The Supreme Court has
upheld privacy of the sexes
in several cases.
Lisha Brown's article did
something for me, it woke
me up. It made me aware
that every controversial or
political question should be
researched and read about
carefully before forming
your opinion.
Thank you,
Judy Ambrose

is the opportunity here to
make a name for one's self;
to excell in every activity.
available, academically as
well as extracurricular. But
it is also a time of "getting
drunk with the guys,"
"shooting moons" andswallowing goldfish and food
fights and streaking. It is a
time to rebel and complain,
to do crazy things and not
worry aboit it. One is relieved of the
problems of real lifernakhg money and feeding
one's dependants. These
realities are delegated to a
chapter in a sociology book,
to be discussed and analyzed.
as an armchair quarterback
does on Saturdays. One is

is in a state of limbo where
he is being trained for life
but is not experiencing it.
This relieves him to go>nd
as he pleases when he
pleases, without having to
answer for it from any direct

L l U b UIILJ
UILB,
but the responsibilities of
being "legal" hit the college
students. He manages or
mismanages his own money,
and is held accountable for
it. Someone else besides his
mother cooks his meals. It
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can be a period of disappointments; studying for
three days for a math test
and making a "46" on it;
enough money to buy an
umbrella, or a ticket to the spilling coffee on your
completed term paper;
play Yourbest friendhas the walking in the cold rain to
lead role in. A college
student is not ready to accept class.
One who decides that
the term "adult" but yet is
college "isn't for them"
too old to be called a child,
either. Romances leave the must be .,forgetting the
sacrifice that others have
framework of high school made for him to have the
"P~PPYlove" and have the
opportunity of college.
Parents scrimp and save for
the honor of a college
But yet, college can be a
time of great hardship and
strife. A time of not having

Farewell Doc,
News Editor
One will not find Robert A.
"Doc" Spencer's name in the
"class Favorite" section of
the yearbook. He will never
be known as Best Dressed.
But yet, when Doc Spencer
graduates this month, a
certain touch of class will be
missing from this campus.
There has probably never
been anyone to come and go
on this campus that has been
disliked but yet loved by so
many at the same time. But
that's the way of the non-l
conformist. That's the way
of one who has the guts to
give "thumb's down" to high
society and imitation. That's
the way of Doc Spencer, who
is not afraid to stand up and
exclaim, "I'm a Red Neck
and 'I'm proud of it!" and
who insists on hollering,
"Disco eats it' between dips
of Skoal and sips of Papst
Blue Ribbon Beer.
This obviously isn't your
typical ':Joe College." This
personality, which is so
repulsive to some, has
unintentionally gained for
Doc a brand of misfits he
calls "cohorts" that are a s
loyal to him a s soldiers are to
their general. There is a
certain magnitism and a
true class about Doc that
attracts anyone who can day
around him long enough to
appreciate him. This un-

disputed King of GDI's has
made "Independent" a
respectable term. He has
been a voice for those who
refuse to bow down to the
social pressures of college
.."
lae.
The people who know Doc
well enough to become one of
his cohorts know him as a
person with deep emotions
and sincerity, one who would
fix your car for you in the
rain, or one who would loan
you his last two dollars. He is
also known as one with deep
inner convictions for God
and his country. All admit
that their life has been made
a little richer because of
him. And others admit that
he has at least given them
something to talk about.
If a man is measured by
honor, and honor
is
measured by sincerity,
honesty and backbone, then
Doc Spencer is one's
definition of a man.
The despise he feels for
high society is not a result of
jealousy. With a high GPA
and a list of ROTC and
Marine awards that would
£il
al pitcher of beer, it is
obvious that Doc can be
anyone he wants. But yet,
with all of this potential, Doc
never tries to be anyone but
himself.
And We have loved You for
it. Doc, and we will miss YOU.

of cases however burnlng or lrrltat~on

Encare Oval ' was introduced to Amerl,an doctors In November 1977 Almost
lmmedlately ~tattracted w~despreadphyslclan and patlent attentton
Today Encare Oval IS bang used by
hundreds of thousands of women and
users surveyed report overwhelming sat~sfact~on
Women uslng Encare Oval say

Encare Oval 'was subjected to one of the
rnost rlgorous tests ever conducted for a
raglnal contraceptlve Results were
excellent-show~ng that Encare Oval
provtdes conslstent and extremely h ~ g h
sperm-k~lllngprotection Thls recent U S
report supports earller stud~esIn European laboratories and cllnlcs
Each Encare Oval Insert contalns a preclse premeasured dose of the potent
sperm-k~ll~ng
agent nonoxynol9 Once
properly Inserted Encare Oval melts and
gently effervesces d~sperslngthe spermk~ll~n
agent
g
wlthln the vaglna
The success of any contraceptlve
method depends on conslstent and
accurate use Encare Oval ' IS so convenfent you wont be tempted to forget ~t

If pregnancy poses a spec~alrlsk for you,
your contraceptlve method should be se-

SIDE EFFECTS.
Encare Oval ' IS free of hormones, so ~t
cannot create hormone-related health
problems-l~ke strokes and heart
your menstrual cycle
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By MAURICE BOWLES

-1U

~ c o u n t ~ , ' ' A l u ~will
n n igive of the warm folds of home
thousands of dollars each and an hourly wage. One
year for trust funds for their wonders what they will have
favorite universities. Civic to say about their decision 10
groups donate money for the years from now. College isn't
cause of needy college for everyone. But the impact
students. This year the of it on one's life at least
Alabama State Legislature warrants more than a one
was called in a special semester try. Even if one
session to insure enough receives no monetary gain
money for the education of from college--his life will be
its citizens. The federal richer just because of the
government appropriates experience of it.
millions of dollars each year
for loans and grants for
Before the freshmen make
a decision to drop out, they
college students.
When one makes the should at least talk to others
decision to quit college, he is that have been in their shoes
making fools out of all who at one time. Few persons
have sacrified for him. One ever graduate without
is telling the Legislature, his wanting to quit at least once.
parents, his friends to go But fewer graduate and
ahead and pass your bills regret it. But then there are
even fewer who quit and
and save your money-give
don't regret it later.
it to someone else.

The Encare Oval "IS smooth and small so
it lnserts qulckly and eas~ly-wlthout an
appl~catorTheres none of the bother of
aerosol foams and d~aphragmsNo
devlce ins~deyou No p ~ lto
l remember
every day S~mplyuse as dlrected wl n
you need orotectlon
You can buy Encare Oval whenever you
s
wlthout a prescrlpneed ~t ~ t available
t ~ o nAnd each Encare Oval IS lndlv~dpocket
ually
wrapped
or purse
to flt d~screetlylnto your

LOVEMAKING.
Slnce theres no mess or bother Encare
Oval glves you a measure of freedom
mdny contraceptives cant match
The hormone-free Encare Oval Safer for
your system than the pill or IUD Neater
and s~mplerthan traditional vaglnal contraceptlves So effectlve and easy to use
that hundreds of thousands have already
found 11-qulte simply--the preferred
contraceptlve
c
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SGA MOVIES
There will not be aay movies this week due to find
exams. Next semester promises to be very exciting with
movies such as "Coma," "Ttle Sting," 'Which Way 4s
Up?", "Doctor Zhivago," "Nl the President's Mer;,"
"Jesus Christ, Superstar," " m e Turning Point," "What's
Up, Doc?," "Silent Movie," and last but certainly not
least, ' The Rocky Horror Bcture Show" on Jan. 30
starring Meatloaf.
BEST WESHES
1want to take this space to wish all the students and
faculty of JSU a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year! Drive safeiy and just think,no studying! P. S. Good
luck on finals! i !
NATIONAL
RCA Ftecords are getting ready to release tile company's first commercial picture disc called "Elvis, A
Legendary Performer, Yol. 3." It will feature two fullcolor portraits of Presley, one on each side of the tranA slucent disc, as of yet, two urnleased songs and a rare

m t c s ~ l e wvviCh Presley ar~d~ o . ~ n Parker.
ei
The picture
b s c m a lm~ltedjerssorn sale? at $15.98 =el a regdar
edntnon of t h w
~ n e album sdles lor $8.98.
Eric Clapton 1s set for a majcsr t o ~ of
r N~rth
early In 1979.
Marre Osniond a i ~ dTmothy Ebtltms are to star in 0
Henry's '2G~aftof Love" on Dec 8.
Glen Cbmpbeil has a r.ew album out on Capitol titled
"Rasic."
h January, B u t Reynolds WID tipen rha! Burt ReynoEds
Dinner Theatre near hls ranch n\ Jupiter. Fla. M I y Field
mght m d 3urt
star ,m "Vanities" on ~~wnjing
Reynolds w ~ l play
l
apposite her in "The Rainmaker" m
February.
To celebrate his $2500 hair transpian!, Elton John has
pat out his new album "A S k g k Man.'' After 18 albums.
Elton has clrappd his l o n g m e lyscss~,Becnne Tanprn,
for the polnticsll Iflies of Gwy Oshsne.
Please send all entartainrrment ~nformationto the Eretertainnent Ed~torof the C f l a n Q ~ i e eand
~ lets s t a t the
New Y e a nght.
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR! ! ! 7

Florida In avelcrs
1s
haLiy here. Sun S p t '79
Qub of Eaytnna Beactm, E3 ,
,bs done at. They \lave
gathered up the largest
noilsa.t~enlof daci ~mznhfor J ~ S
n ~ r f l b r seven L: a towkse
sty-lncludmg ali ~ l n r ktri:
:,*]or attractlo~ls. Tr, '+.s:
s t up a lieadqfaartrz CG
R S S A2 rv:.{ r i?i.a~wai7? d ; ~
tibe needs
the mi=r.sn>
L'iwlsa~dsw' descend qms;
Gaytona 3es:h a l year.
m n y R t i v ~ r t k VIS:&CI here,
for others. ehts ia their first
tng i~ this fun city
11'

klomt state "kfrsxtg?~
ads

ik

rS&BPerY, travel
m a : .d.;fs9s, a t a t e
reps
!:iatiT~es,d i r e c t
leqee
mail, t I;c. These
membsk are prepared for
Lqe s1.m .;nd Zhsr C C B ~ S U ~ ~ I P
mpri 8 gd discoimtc: help
them In the:? fiaar,ciaI
plmnsrag. By se:ldcmg the
rs,en~bersat their. %.,meslate
an request, the ~ n e r n k r s h ~ p
card, and aecc~nlrao9ations
k.fornrr?atron. tixy hlo-rv what
to expect-s;p to 20 per cent
discsmts on $1 sorts of
mea c h a n d n s e , e n te:%aim~ent, arid qerviees
through the Fun Spot Mcrchants Association. It's
defimtely a good ded-the
best quality merchants have
been selected for our club
rfiembrs. Membership is
iust $10 for the vear of '79
and you'll be gladwyoujoined,
you can save 50 times that in
cfiscountv-imagine.
X ~ L C ~ '1;.

b-

piano recital
~ n d dmd Awn Sursnce
will present a piano r e c i a
CH Thursday, h c . 7, at 730
p.m. in Mason Hall
Auditorium, Jacksonville
S a t e University. Selections
for solo piano will inchide
Partita in E Minor by Bach,
"Ragtime" by Stravinsky,
Maydn's Sonata in G,
short pieces by Chopin and
Faure .
A twopiano &angement
of
Stravinsky's
"Petrouchka" ballet music
tells the story of an awkward
puppet's unrequited love for
a beautiful ballerina.
Dr.Surace is a member of
the JSU music faculty.

-
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Pnldence Gray

,

A2 h f e j say jn as& ads for

8

"E=-ak

p . i m a

-Ba

Bw

a

" f C = L ¶

4,t h e j szy in their ads ic>r
rx@?f2l
h\i6 a ~ a d l n g £81' the
m, ";&f
poht the way,

confusiat~~ is eliminated
because you h o w where the
b u t ~f everrthllig 13-4s ;f
ywd'ae a native."
You're not abandoned
when you get to Sma Spot

Daytona, their haadquartens
i s alive with information.
?'ra.gekrs come and get 'VIP
treatment--"& there, where
are you from-strange
request are easily answered-in
Bikini City,
where are there areas to
skinny dip- rent a fishkg
pole-How do 3 tan in three
&?ys--rent a cottage-repan
s cycle-pick up a dzick-sac
a lobster-They have it !

''DON'T LOOK BACKI'
The brand-newBoston a
On Epic Records and Tapes.

Thens hot line ns consta~tly
singing and they can ahvays
supply as, a m w e r . The
Daytona experience can
really be a unique one with
young and old from all over
corning to soak up sorile sun.
The idea of Sun Spot Club
g r e w out of a different exprieace-r:on%usion dilring
vacatian-they
came In
search of the sun, but got
t h e m s e l v e s loss-some
people see *m (out .&-state
plate mik CS1at is thy t i r k - \ t
for a rip-off-ovrr r b k ~ . g ~ : g
h a s s l s -what ran :;ou eu"
Can s?shseth!r.g JE Q?e w:3,
rnf!E.sns of pecpIe mahglie
t bc. S$alileri; pilgr~iage'
k t ' s realiy " ~ b pthem-sw e
t h r ~ ?.:r- Iltrle tlnrre' bars
'J:~QI 3 L:?LJ
~f 5hnck1-d
&s:ouak, huL ~ h ~~ o7do
t it
rigkt and :.st,abE~sh the
Iarges+pdlie ii c'lscounts to
proulde he cnnnsction
k r w e ~ r i:he South-'Jouad
,wupBe a 2 the merchant iaa
the t o ~ sthey
~ ~ are headed
br-and be their guiding
light while they are here-we
give them the mfcrrnation on
L'ae laws--we give a con-er
report packed mth
s%vmgsthe coUectar9sltem
18" x 21" poster, thebybrra
Reach 5:xperaenee b warm
up--posted, it's a sn&sh--lots of other personal
benefits in town, with
Daytona b a n g a spring
L::ak haven-the travelen,
true inside ififoramation
bureau-the
housing
market-the
underdeveloped land--say you
might even want to move
here--it helps to ho~ithe
fsacts, and have a friend and

D,o~p?ite the faef that
r+udtncc GI a! ?las been
seen by hundreds of
Ltlousands af people dwmg
t\e pal-: ;P~vF. years, few
peopzt even know her name.
Ann-:&asgret, on the other
hand, rq an ~zternatlonal
c~le'rtnty ivho 1s instantly
re~ognlzab!e ail over the
WI-hi.OR Des. 14, Prudence
vci! be taking her place
dangede Ann-Margret o ~ i
tbnerican te1e:lsron screens

the internationally ac.
daimed chorus line that
perfoxl-ns four t h e s daily at
New York' Radio City Music
Wall. When Ann-Margret
dons her Rockette's uniform
and becomes girl number 31,
she will join America's
oldest c h o r ~ uline--the same
mrnpany that once traveled
to Park where they thrilled
audiences in the land of the
can-can.
It is this' institution that
PBC
pays tribute to next
Prudy Gray is a Rocket.
with a show titied,
month
fe--one of 30 g r l s who fom
"Rockettes: A Holiday

Tribute to the Radio City
Music Hall Starring Ann Margret." Although all the
routines, sets and costumes
w r e designed for the show,
the numbers were all taped
on the stage of Radio City
Music Hall, and to show, to
perfect, the 30 beautiful,
leggy girls high kicking andprecision - stepping in a
perfect row.
The glamour of the stage
lights and the excitement of
New York has drawn young
women to the Big Apple each
(&e ROCKETI'E, Page 7)
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Entertainment
Kaufman directs

'Body Snatchers'
Philip Kaufman is the
director of "Invasion of The
Body Snatchers," a Solofilm
Company production
starring Donald Sutherland,
k o n a r d Nirnoy and Brooke
irdams from United Artists
films. Highly regarded by
film industry professionals
for both his screenwriting
Lalents and his creative
abilities
as
director,
Kaufman's most recent
credits include "The Great
Northfield Minnesota Raid,"
which he wrote and directed,
starring Cliff Robertson, and
the critically acclaimed
"White Dawn," starring
Warren Oates, Timothy
Botoms and Lou Gossete, Jr.
Your background includes
both
teaching
and
writing.What brought you to
filmmaking?
"I was trying to write a
novel in Europe and I found
myself
teaching
mathematics in Florence,
Italy for almost a year in
order to support myself, my
wife and my young son.
While we were living in
Florence we just started
seeing
low
budget,
European, new wave films.
This was in the early 1960%
when the idea of making a
filmon the street with real
people and real faces, done
in a style which was not
'Hollywood' was relatively
new.
"I began to feel that there
was an alternative to cinema
as I had known it, which, up
through the late 1950s, when
I was in college at the
University of Chicago, was
r e a l y something to laugh at.
I remember the so-called
dassic movies of the 1940s
only a s a n occasional
diversion, unlike the new,
fresh force which confronted

film. We soon had a deal to
make the movie and we
began to prepare with W. D.
Richter, the screenwriter, to
put all of the loose ends
tog ether.
"Once we began to shoot the
film, we found that we were
changing it constantly as we
went along, which is
something 1 like to do if the
situation is conducive to that
kind of organic evolution.
For example, we changed
the location of the film from
a small town to a large city
in order to underline the
contemporary atmosphere
in many of our cities today
regarding the forces of
paranoia and psychological
distance. People have
almost accepted a s fact the
Kaufman
assumption that their every
day lives are controlled by
unknown, uncontrollable sound and character in- disappointed when they see
elements.
terrelationships, SO that all it. I hope it will leave a
"There is a line which we of the surprises work into a lasting impression, parput into 'Invasion of The choherrent fabric.
ticularly with respect to our
Body Snatchers' a s the
"The film has been a real sense of mortality and
realization is beginning to pleasure for me to make and humanity and the inherrent
dawn on behalf of one of the I don't think anyone will be value of that humaness."
characters that there is
something very strange
going on in San Francisco.
She says, 'Why do we always
expect them to come in
metal ships? Why do we
(Continued From Page 6)
always expect that?'
"This is the key to the film, summer to audition for a
b a s i c a l l y ,
t h e @ace in that magical chorus illusion. All the ruses prove
because all the girls
acknowledgement that we line. This is the story of one akuitless
r e measured. without
are being bombarded by such woman.
shoes, by company officials.
organic things from outer
Prudence Gray grew up in About half the girls, inspace all of the time. There Saugus, Mass., and a t her
is an area that science fiction mother's urging, started cluding Prudy, passed the
touches that has to do with taking dance lessons when audition that day. And she,
fear and has to do with an she was two years old. Every with the others, was put on a
overwhelming sense of awe Saturday morning she was long waiting list.
In Prudy's case, she
which I hope we've captured whisked off to dance class,
in this film. It's an important and it wasn't until the waited a year and a half
concept because it gives us a lessons were over that she before being called to join
sense of our own mortality, could play with her friends. the line. Once again, she
which is a very precious, Not that she minded-she traveled to New York and
b e a u t i f u l , v a l u a b l e loved dancing from the start. quickly found a home with
two other Rockettes.

Philip

Rockette
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(Top-rated shows according
to the Nielsen ratings of Oct.
23-29)
I . Three's Company (ABC)
2 . Laverne & Shirley (ABC)
3. Happy Days (ABC)
4. Taxi (ABC)
5. Little House on the Prairie

I
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RECORDS

*8 Live a n d More. Donna
Summer [Casablanca)
Disco pop.
(Best-selling singles according
9 . Twin S o n s o f Different
to Record World)
Mothers. Dan Fogelberg and
1. Hot Child in t h e City, Nick
Tim Weisberg(Ful1 Moon). Pop.
Gilder (Chrysalis).Rhythm
10. One Nation Under a
and blues.
Groove. Funkadelic (Warner
2. Kiss You All Over. Exile
Bros.). Rock.
(WarnerJCurb).Pop.
'denotes a n especially fast3. You Needed Me. Anne Mur- selling album
rav (Capitol).Love ballad.
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6 . 6 0 Minutes (CBSI
7. CBS Wednesday Night
Movie: T h e Grass Ps Always
Greener Over t h e Septic Tank
8 . NFL Monday Night Football
(ABCI
9. Battlestar Galactica (ABC)
10. M*A*S*H (CBS)

TURKEY
TIDBITS

MOVIES

Anne ~ u r r a ~new
' s song is
(The leading ploneymakers
supercharged wlth ernot~on
according to industry figures)
'4. Mac Arthur Park. Donna
1. National
Animal Summer (Casablanca),
House (R). Comedy about the Disrn
worst fraternity o n campus.
5. Reminiscing, Little River
2.
in
(R).The high Band (Hamest).Pop-rock.
iinks of a pot-smoking Chicano
6. Whenever I Call You
,and.
"Friend." Kenny Loggins
".
Is
the Great
(Columbia). Laid-back rock.
Chefs o f Europe? (PG).Hearty
Oogie Oogie. Taste
7.
blend of comedy and mystery,
of Honey (Capitoll. Disco.
4. The Boys From Brazil (R).
Chilling h u n t for cloned Hitlers. 8. Get Off, Foxy (Dash).
Are
the Who
9.
5. Death on t h e Nile (PG).
Agatha Christie whodunit.
(MCA1.Rock'
.. 10. One Nation Under a
Groove, Funkadelic (Warner
Bros. 1. Funk rock.
'denotes a n especially fastselling single

(Best-selling albums according
to Record World)
1. Grease (original sound

Mia Farrow drivespeoplecrazy track) (RSO).The 50s according to the 70s.
in Death o n the Nile.
2. Don't Look Back. Boston
(Epic).Computerized rock.
6. The Big F
i
x (PGI. Cute
mystery.
3. Living in t h e USA, Linda
7.Goin' S o u t h (PG).Freewheel- Ronstadt (Asylum).Pop.
ing adventure.
4. Double Vision, Foreigner
(Atlantic).h c k .
8. Foul Play (PG).Comedy
thriller starring Goldie Hawn '5. S o m e Girls. Rolling Stones
and Chevy Chase.
(Rolling Stones). Honest-to-

BOOKS
(Best-selllng nonfiction accor!
ing to Publishers Weekly)
1. A Distant Mirror: The
Calamitous Fourteenth Century by Barbara W. Tuchman
(Knopf. $15.95).Medieval
history.
2. If Life I s a Bowl of
Cherries-What Am I Doing i
the Pits? by Erma Bombeck
IMcGraw-Hill. $7.95).Suburban humor.
3. In Search of History:
A Personal Adventure by
Theodore H . White (Harper &
Row. $12.95). A historian's
memoir.
4. Aplerican Caesar: Douglas
MacArthur, 1880-1964 by W
liam Manchestcr (Little, Brow
$15). A biography.
5. The Complete Book 01' Xur
ning by J a m r s F. Fixx (Rii.1do
House. $101. How-to.

The honorablegobbler:
forefather to the Butterball.
1. Native to North America, turkeys were first domesticated by
tAe Aztecs and the Zuni Indians.
2. Turkeys are the largest game Schlesinger writes a lovingpc
1 trait of Robert Kennedy.
bird.
3. In 1630, a 40-pound gobbler
6. Robert Kennedy and His
cost a bargain 4 shillings.
Times by Arthur M. Schle4. Ben Franklin wanted the wild slnger J r . (Houghton Mifflin.
turkey to be America's national $19.95). Alookat RFK.
symbol.
7. A Time for Truth by Williar
5. The U.S. h a s produced 141.4 E. S ~ m o n
(Reader's Digest,
million turkeys this year.
$12.50). Apaean to free
enterprise.
6. And Minnesota raised the
most-23 million turkeys.
8. Pulling Your Own Strfnes
7.The average holiday turkey is by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer (T. Y.
Crowell, $8.95). Pop
a hen weighing 8-16 pounds.
psychology.
8. The !argest live turkey ever
9. Gnomes by Wil Huygen. 11reported weighed 75 pounds.
lustrahnnshv Rim Pnnrtvliet
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"So I decided that this was
how I wanted to express
myself, transforming the
idea I was working on in the
novel into a script. When we
returned from Italy we
raised a small amount of
m n e y from friends and
relatives and began making
a movie.
"This first project was
called 'Goldstein,' done in
1963, and I was fortunate to
share a Young Critic's
Award in 1964 at Canne with
Bertolucci's 'Before the
Revolution.' That was really
how I got into directing."
What objectives do you
atablish for yourself when
you approach a film project?
"You have to understand
that I don't necessarily know
what the final outcome is
always going to be when I go
into an assignment. I like to
shape the whole film and
each film has an organic
process of its own, depending
on what the subject matter
is. I think that a film has to
contain elements in it that I
can deal with as a director. If
I haven't written the script
myself, the story should
contain an energy or a focus
which will enhance the
literal making of the film,
which is what I enjoy the
most about the whole
business. "
What brought you to
"Invasion of The Body Snatchers?"
"My agent called me and
asked what I would like to do
next, and I said that 1 wanted
to do a science fiction film.
When he began reading off
the films scheduled for
poduction in this category
he mentioned 'Invasion of
The Body Snatchers' ; a film
which, in its original form,
stood out in my mind as a
kind of classic of the genre. I
was immediately intrigued
with the possibilities offered
by a refocusing of the subject
to include not only our
current camera techniques
m d technological advances
k cinema since the original
was made, but to bring in a
very real, very contemporary point of view.
"I met with Bob Solo, the
producer of the project, and
we discusskd the possibilities
I had in mind and we found
that we shared a similar
ppproach to the potential
theme and execution of the
, .

-
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--- -

r&>lization. We a r e not
simply guys who are making
business deals until the day
we did, and we can't take it
with us. The central idea of
the film is that we are in
danger of losing our
humanity, which is a
timeless concept, emphasized by a growing sense
of terror and anxiety
&owing that this world we
live in is not so secure.
"I hope that not only is it a
film that scares people but
that the characters are valid
and likeable. I think that
Donald Sutherland, Leonard
Nimoy and Brooke Adams
play credible people who
reflect what we would
imagine to be a fundamental
survival response in this
assault from outer space,
which, in point of fact, may
not be so friendly.''
You are considered one of
the most imaginative
directors presently making
films. Do you feel you have
your own vlsual style?"
"This is almost something
which is left to others to
judge after the fact. I think
long and hard about what
look I want a particular film
to have before I begin
making it, but I don't spend a
lot of time comparing my
own work to see if it is
visually consistent or
something.
"For me the look of a film
is very, very important,
because I feel the form and
the style of a film is very
often the essence of the
story. In 'Invasion of The
Body Snatchers' I have tried
to project a special quality to
the
shadows,
the
manipulation of light, and
the sense of color transition,
so that the feeling of unease
and discomfort is underscored from the very
beginning.
"I'm very pleased with
this film and I hope
audiences will look to the
larger questions that 'Invasion of The Body Snatchers' poses. This is a very
digicult movie from a
teohnical point of view
because it doesn't have huge
special effects or gigantic
scense of unidentified flying
objects descending from
outer space. It's a slow build
of terror and paranoia
combining
and
interweaving with images and

lovea aanclng rronl tne start.
About seven Years ago, her
sister, who is also a dancer,
gave her the idea of joining
the Rockettes and Prudence
wrote to the dance company.
In return she received a
letter of invitation to
audition. The letter indicated
that applicants must be 18
years old and between 5' 7
%" and 5' 9" tall. Prudy
packed her bags and joined
the 100 other girls that
usually show up for each
audition.
The applicants came, as
they usually do, in all shapes
and sizes, despite the stated
requirements. Some are too
tall, others too short,
wearing high heels or lifts in
their shoes to make them
look taller, with their hair
styled to produce the same

.
.

two
bckettes.
The life of a Rockette is
glamorous,but the work is
demandi~lg. Prudence
stirnates that in the five
years she's been in the
chorus line she's learned 50
different
routines:
frequently learning a new
one in just a few days.
The dance schedule is
demanding. She works seven
days a week, four shows a
day, for four straight weeks.
After a week's break, it's
back for another stint.
Although Prudv is in no
hurry to ieave ~ a h i City
o she
has dreams of dancing in a
Broadway musical. For the
time being though, in spite of
the hard work and the tough
schedule, she is happy to be
just another pretty face in
the world famous chorus
line .

Sun

a n d Chevy Chase.
9. Grease (PG). The 50s set
to music.
10. Interiors (PG). Woody Allen's serious fllm about a
middle-class family.

( ~ ~ stones).
l l i ~Hon&t-to~
goodness rock 'n' roll.
'6. Pieces of Eight. Styx (A&M).
Electronic rock.
7. Who Are You. the Who
:MCA). Rock.

reported weighed 75 pounds.
Y . c.nomes y
illustra
tions 'by w"
Rien Poortvliet
9. The tallest gobbler is a 35-foot (Abrams, $17.50). ~ 1about
1
tb
float in Macy's Thanksgiving
little people,
Day parade.
10. Jackie Oh! by Kitty Kelley
10. Four ounces of turkey h a s (Lyle Stuart, $12). A gossipy
look a t a glamorous lady.
200 calories.

The Great
American
Sports Book
(This spirited compedium
of athletic fact and fancy
gives you the real--not just
the statistical-history of
American sports from 1811to
the present. Every major
sporting event of the past
century is included, along
with dozens of not-so-major
ones that you may find even
more interesting.)

(Continued From Page 6),
save a bundle in an unknown
city.
Sun Spot '79 has been a
long time coming to the
fastest growing state in the

The Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra
and
Samford University will be
joining together for two
performances of Handel's
celebrated Christmas work,
"Messiah,' on Dec. 9 and 10.
"Messiah" music lovers
can take thelr choice between the two performances
at 8p.m. on Saturday, Dec. 9,
or 2:30 p.m., on Sunday, Dec.
10. Both will be in the Wright
Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall at Samford University.
ac0r ch es t r a 1
cornpaniment
will
be
provided by Conductor
Amerigo Marino and the
Birmingham
Symphony
Orchestra. Soloists will
include basso William Bugg
md soprano Eleanor Ousley,
both are members of the
Samford voice faculty. A
portion of the traditional
solos will be narrated by
Claude H. Rhea, 111.
Dean of the Samford

"The Great American
,Sports
Book," written with
nation-where there are no
strangers here, only friends every kind of sports fan in
mind, affords a panoramic
that you haven't metDaytona Sun Spot '79 Club view of American sports,
from the end of the Civil War
awaits you.
to the present day. With
scrupulous attention to
sporting lore, with devoted
recognition of triumph and
foible, with anecdote both
comic and dire, George Gipe
presents the most entertaining and readable
sports book ever. It brings to
School of Music, Dr. Claude life-year by year, decade
Rhea says, "This is by decade-the winners, the
everyone's opportunity to losers, the flaps and the
come and sing along on the fixes, the beginnings (and in
Christmas portion of this some cases the premature
great musical work." Dr. ends) of all your favorite
Rhea suggests that everyone sports, as well as some you
who wishes to participate in didn't even know existed.
the singing, bring their own "The Great American Spa'ts
musical score. Some copies Book" is sure to fascinate
of choral parts will be anyone who's ever watched,
available for purchase at the played, or remembered.
door.
George Gipe is well known
The audience will be
for his articles in Sports
augmented by 250 voices I l l u s t r a t e d , American
from the choral department Heritage and Mad magazine.
a t Samford, including He has also written a novel,
members of the Min- "Coney Island Quickstep"
nesingers, Collegiate Choir, and currently, he writes for
University Chorale and A WMAR-TV in Baltimore,
Cappella Choir.
Md .
Tickets, priced at $3 for
( Publication, Date: Nov.
adults and $1 for students, 17.Hadcover, $15.95,570 pgs.
will be available at the door. Paperback, $7.95, 570 pgs.
Advance tickets will be sold For review copies: Alice
at the Birmingham Sym- Chambers of Leslie Hall (212
phony Orchestra (2114 1st 953-4578). Doubleday and ' -,
Ave., N.) and Samford Company, Inc. 245 Park
."rho01 of Music Office.
Ave., hew York, N. Y. 10017.) -'
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mar 1. B'or the season, senior signal caller Bobby Bay
G e a n hit 106of 166passes for 2,314 yards and 10TD's.
The Jax State '78 campalgal didri't end until the
iimecozks ran into the Delaware Blue Hens in the first
I:.xE~I"; of the playoffs. Delaware outlasted the J a m e n 4%
27 hi a see-saw sl;ruggk that saw both teams dominate at
times.
M e r spotting Delaware a 15s~
lead, Jan State
27-27 at one p i n t
back to go ahead 16-13at the h d f . fi
iri the f ~ m &quarter, but the Blue Hens s ~ u c kfor
m's and a field goal to put the game away.
Green's sensational performance in '78 earned h h the
top spot in the ~ u l f~ o u t hConference standings in totdl
dfense and passing offense.
and M~~
Jax State,s ace receiving crew of Butch,
ranked 1-2-3 in the conference receiving category.
n g h f end Butch Barker snared 47 passes for 534 yards
f ~ TwD ' ~while
,
split end Donald Y w g caught 42 for
58
and
TD!s Wmgback
MoreM
do~vn41 for 730 yards and six touchdowris.
youngmainawker avwaged 5.Z catches per
for 4.( catches
md Moreen was
Laned a P.7
a game.
2~urir~r
yuarterljaclr Mike Watts was fourehm total of'2n.t: and third in pasing dfense. Watts connected on 59

?,DITOR'S NOTE : The
24-6 season record.
l;l!owmg special supplemerit
The volleyball team left
to the Chanticleer was for Florence Thursday afit7i.ltien by Debbie Dan- ternoon, Nov. 10, to arrive in
score, a member of the time for a late practice.
Lady Gamecock Volleyball Friday morning brought a
t a m , and is a complete day full of challenging
mlr~&rpof the t e r n ' s post matches with t e r n s such as
season play. Chngratdations Judson, Stillman and
go out to the Lady Montevallo.
Gamecocks who finished
The Gamecocks were
second in the State AAIAW defeated in their first match
~~urnameratm d earned a with Judson, placing them in
i * i p to ".he National tour- the Issers bracket. After a
rarnent in Lakeland, Fla., dow but successful game
vlfiere I'ney piaced fifth in the with Stillman, Jax State
rrgion.
£inally got its momentum
going .
by DEBBIE DhlNSWIORE
After being beaten twice
FJWpr3ple at Jacksonville during the regular season by
em awzre ilf the great talent Montevallo, the Lady
&a",xists wthm the 13 g r l s Gmecocks came back with
:!at make up this year's determination and topped
i a d y Gamecock volleyball them in the tournament 3-1,
team. But I can assure you k n o c k i n g M o n t e v a l l o
that everyone present at the completely out of the conState vdiey bag lourriament test.
secenlly at Florence left
Play
was
resumed
kn2ming that Jacksonville Saturday with Jacksonville
%,ate 1s represented by a meetigg Tuskegee at 1 p.m.
qrmp of wmners.
M m g the regular season,
The Gamecocks went ia?b mcn team had managed one
G , ; g iiehi s t~arnmen2t a:
'i~inapiece. The tournament
? ,ooq,- rxier: tkaoug8.1 rLey brocght
the
Lady
,*cra ~i?hikt?d b.0. L
Oc,' GaI~ecatk,s
the f m d victory
T ~ ~ , G Y Height
I
was con- as they downed 'hskegee 3Y iered 2
,t:major &sad- L.
vmtage iv~tkn OW average
Our next opponent was
bight measurrmg on::*' 5-3. Alabama
State
who
t a e r r:i?(i*aag a season fd presently rested in the
rf a m o r ?~sppoih-r$slen~number two position. The
such 2 s lack of shoes, b d y Gamecoch got the
uru!orms, proper equpn~ent FiL7rGets'st&-player so shook
z , d adequate off~caals,L?e that she never executed a
i ;;.mecorks still managed a

-

-

L r i ~ i t v ~o~~ ivl a - uv ~ u
t

~ v j c z r u .a o r u ~ - u a u r my=-,
~

a ru

BY
~roc.kpm'ted54h;s fora39.7-Yarddverage*goad
enough for fifth place in the conference and only a little
more than a yardaverage out of first.
Jax State will lose 18seniors from its GSC championship
crew, including Green,, Young, Barker, Merrill Dillard,
M o Weaver,Daie Adarns, Johnny H m m e t t , Jesse Baker,
Tommy Macon, Shenvin Sledge, Amos IMcCkeary, Grady
&we, Rlcky Grammer,
Davis, ~ r t Banson,
y
Joey
Hammonds and Herbert Canada.
Here is a blow-by-blow account of J,w State's '78 season
on the road to the national playoffs:

y x d punt return and an 11-yard drlve m the fourth
alter a deady Gmecock
q,ter
to wraIt up the

Jax State 24, Ala. A &M23

Sax State 44, WT-Martin 15
"Jax is back," said a fired-up Mike Watts after
'gineering the Gmecak
a cOnvindng "lf
SOuEh ~ e t o r yOn the
The injured Green did not see any action, but Watts took
a~ the slack
complet@i 15 of 24 Passes for 206 ads
md
Even though the first 30 Jax State poi?' came as a
of
mislskes7
It was 'Iear that the Gamecocks
were a much-hprOved team from the week before.
.Sax was indeed back.
"We never went anywhere," said Fuller.

"When I l ~ o k e dat the scoreboard in the fourth quarter,
Ihad a f m h g it was going LO be awfully hard to win this
ball game,'' sald Gamecock Coach Am Fuller after a
"earupset at Be hands of gutsy Alabama Am in the
QPe"ir,g gme of the
A&M stunned Jax State by jumpmg to a 253 lead by the
thW quarter, and the 17,000 Legion Field fans sensed the
W. However, it was the J a m e n who turned the tables
with a furious fourth quarter really capped by a one-yard
'ID pass from Bobby Ray Green te Butch Barker with 2:25
left in the game.
The Green -to - Barker strike knotted the count a t 23-23.

defense
ueat a gooa
rose rootDau
to ocaslon
teamafter
out mere,
irccasion.~
sala r uuer.

i ~
- . twre

h t t l e Ail-America defensive tackle Jesse Baker a d
fumble.
defensive end Greg Robinson spearheaded the Red Bandit
t e d but it was obvious the tau@ Jadefense was a
"we just didn't play the complete gane," ~ ~ ~ ~ e n assault,
bwler. atnose
three big plays and our
turned ~t
mmplete team effort.
amund for Nicholls state.
Green sustained a hip and lower back injury midway
asAll
jax
thestate
p i n t feu
s h the
behind
contest
7-0 came
but turned
in the in
second
the winning
quarter
mmugh the second
and
not be b a d at full
pint, on a 36-yard field gml by Riddle and an llyard
drength until the Chattanooga game.
Watts - to - Donald Young aerial.

succesf ul spoke throughout station wagon could be in the final playoffs.
The team c a m e home
the
entire
match. rented to transport the team
Jacksonville won in three the rest of the way to ranking fifth place in the
straight games, placing the Florida. The team never R e g i o n ( c o n s i s t i n g of
Georgia,
Lady Gm,ecocks number Miy recwesed from the F l o r i d a ,
grueling 17-hwa trip and few Mississippi and Alabama
two in the tournament.
By the t h e the final hours of rest the night prior teams).
Th~syear's team produced
deciding match rolled to their first match uith
m u n d at 6 p.m. against Florida International the a star player, Ana Recurt, a
Judson, the team was following morning--and lost 5 3 q i k e r from Puerto Rico.
was
one
of
beginning to tire. Tour- the first two g m e s by close Recur2
Jacksonville's t h e e players
nament scheduling allowed scores of 15-13, 15-13.
They also last the iiext, rarned All - Tournament and
little time for the Lady
Gamecocks to rest and no match to Florida Soutinern, was also named Ail-State for
the to eat. After three after wupning one game of See VOELEB%ALL, Page 3)
matches of the best three - the three in the match.
The folbwing day, the
out - of - five games, with no
food o r rest, the Lady t a r n was ready, beating
Gamecocks gave in to Bemy College 15-0, 15-13.
Judson, but only after Unfortznately, it was too iate
defeating them in the first to be ready then since they
Bama won the Inneeded two wios to put them
game.
dependent flag football
3ax State took second
league, and Omega Psi Phi
place in the tournament.
ivon the Greek flag football
That's not all for the Lady
championship.
10 run;
Gamecocks. Second place DEL-Ciccone
The two teams met in P a d
bmught them an invitation to Kennedy kick 7-0.
Snow
Stadium for Super
DEL-Mays recovered blk.
the National tournansent
Game
VII
on Monday night,
which was held Nov. 17-18 in kick; PAT iio good; 13-0.
Nov.
20.
Bama
won the inJSU-Green
Moreen 82
Lakeland, Fla. This is the
tramuwal championship, 20passRiddle
kick;
13-7.
&st year Jax State has
JSU-Clements
1 run; 6, on the strength of its
entered national piay and
devastating defense.
probably u4I.l n ~ be
t the last. PAT no good; 13-13.
7 2 1 ~tough Bama defense
2SU-Riddle 21 FG 16-13.
&&ween the time the Lady
asco~l~r!eei
for t w i TD's on
Gaiecocks left Jachoa7~14e .IS2 --Riddle 30 FG 19-13, kterceptions.
sEL--Xcjmlii
2
T
Z
B
;
Thursday morning at 5 and
,Jax Jocks won the men's
the time they reached Kennedy kick; 21k%9.
intramural
championship in
Iakeland Thursday night at DEL S d y 15 run; Kennedy ' volleyball by defeating
11:30, the team experienced kick; 27-19.
JSU--Green-Brock 3 p a s I Alpha Tau Omega in the title
much frustration and
match, two games to none.
discomZort4ecause the van Green-Moreen 2 p k . ; 27-27.
The Stars won the
DEGKomlo 6 rrm.
broke down in Georgia,
women's volleyball chamDEL-Komh
1
run.
leavrng the team stranded
pionship by defeating the Hot
DEGRennedy 36 FG
for five bng hours .until a
Trotters, two g m e s to one.
DEI, 42. SSU 27.

UT-Chattanooga 28, Jax State 21
Despite a narrow loss to the formidable Mocs at
ChamberlainFieldin Chattanwga, it was this game that
launched a highly - effective Jan passing attack b t
eventually played a major role in vaulting the Gammocks
in&othe national playoffs.
*ccording to the game plan, J~~state filled the air with
footballs a s Green and Watts riddled the -Mot secondary
with 21 of 39 aerials for 296 yards.
Chattanooga quarterback Tony Merendno ran for three
TD7sand passed for another to pace the Moc m a c h e to

MENS TEAMS

(See FOOTBALL, Page 9)

:

WOMEN'S TEAMS
With all five starters bad
)from last year's 176 squad
bCoach Ronnie Akers of the
Jacksonville State Ladj
is
un
Iderstandably optimistic
labout
his
wonien':
basketball team.
However, Akers is quick tc
p i n t out that competition at
the women's level is intense
( "So many other teams are
i growing fast," he said. "NOR
Lhere is no such thing as one
ri ~ h m ini the state being the

The Jacksonvilie State mrney's MVP
Gamecock basketball team "lected
to the
tipped off ib season by Tournament team. Also
sweeping the Cgrstic Fibrosis
to
the
Classic in valdosta, Ga., Burnament squad was
frwh*an forward Keith, a
recently,
The Gamecock cagers
prospect
out Of
High & h m l
topped North Georgia
The Gamecocks continued
College, &a-70, and hocked
by traveiing
df Valdosta Mate, 82-71, b
claim
tomament c m m .
bwling Green,
tough Western
Keying L e Jan State attack in the first game were mntucky.
A Lankford who towed 3 me Jamen
with
H i u t O ~ ~ efm~
p i n t s , Robert Clements the
(16), Larry Blair (11), a half but cOulh't pulloff the best.
T o m y Keith (lo), Ronald uwet as Western Kentucky
"We could be twice the
Towns (4), Todd Smyly (4), p
~ 71-59, ~
~ team we
~ were last
~ year and
~
The G a e c o c k s held a 38Van Davis (4) a d &xter
ve a worse record." Last
C h l e m i (2).
22 lead during the seemd far #e
Gamecmks
Clements played only priodandburnedthe net b r
k second in the state
q x i n g l y due to fad trouble a 65 percent
~xnament.
and fouled out of the con&t average
the
in #e
The five returning starters
But
with 3:34 left to play in the
Hohes,
m n k s t , B l a i r , c o m i n g o f f ~ e m l e d o f f t o 3 l P e r c e n t b h e g u a rguard
d - f o r wVickie
a r d Felicia
k n c h to replace Qements, *'and half, and Clements kendrlck, center Cheryl Van
p d d d o n 11 r e b u n & f m l d out in the fourth h i t , iorward Jill Collins and
period (with 3:36 left).
guard-forward Sharon k while Keith had 10.
had missed jm*. Also strong are Karen
Agahst Valdosta State, Clement.
Clemenb was the high-point much of the first half due to ,Mitchell and
Willeen
m n for the G m e ~ k us i foal
~
troubl@ but still matfield.
29, follawerj by MeiQi (Is), m n a g d
can I2
wh8 far . " h s % year 1 Was Conhy13
( 1'
2 ) ~m l e m n (12)~
fiighf-. Blak m d I m a - ~ineedthat I had the best
hit I2 ~ h each
$ &5veathletes on the court at
n ~ n s(6). $31a& (6) ansf. ford
Davis ( 4 ) .
followed by Keith (10) SGLY~)pany given time, u corna e m e n b poured ir, 21 ( 6 ) ~Davis (5) and a l e m a n tmented Akers. "ahis ye=
we will have enough good
points in the second half. The t3).
s i o r center also led the Blair pulled doan eight players that it will be difficult to know who is the best.
Gamecocks in rebomds with
12. Coleman hauled in seven Coach
Bilk
Jones' "TWO years ago, I hollered
rebun&, and Keith had d e w w s t e d a 2-1 record for C out the back door and asked
its first three g m e s of the 1
four.
,(See ROUNDBALE, Page 9)
Clernents was named the

gamecocks
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(Continued From Page 8)
victory. However, the battle wasn't over mti9 the final
yecond of the game when Chatta;ooga strong safety
David M c b n e g ; blitzed and blind-sided Green, forcing a
fumble that stalled the lastditch Ganlecock drive nine
yards short of paydirt.
"'Theyhurt us on the big play," said F ' d e r after f i e
game. "I feel like I played. Anybody who says that wasn't
mme kind of game to watch wasn't watching the same
game I saw."
Jax State 38, Delta 3
The J a m e n preserved the :nost amazing hanecamiD.g
streak in the nation (33 straight without a loss) by
shellacking the hapless Statesmen.
And the win meant much more than just a happy
homecoming .
"Coming into this game, we knew we had to win to have
a chance at the conference championship, to keep o m
homecoming record intact and to have a shot a t the
national playoffs," said tight end Barker, who snared 12
receptions for the day, setting a new Gulf South record in
the process. The Gamecock "bomb squad" of James
Moreen, Barker and Young was just too much for the
outmatched Delta secondary as the trio of deceptive
receivers combined for 19 catches totding 221 yards.
Barker's 12 receptions netted 138 yaxds.
"We've got the three best ~veeiversin the conference,"
pointed out Young, "or anywhere else you want to go. 1
should say the country ."
Jax State 41, Livingston 21
The Jaxmen upped their season record to 5-2 ar,d kept
their playoff hopes alive by disposing of cross-state rival
Livingston in a runaway.
Despite a shaky start, the Gamecocks put it all together
and roared back from a 14-6second quarter deficit to blow
away the outclassed Tigers.
Jax State piled up 592 yards in total offense (370 on the
gmund). The surprisingly . - sound Gamecock running
attack complemented the always-strong Jrtv aerial arsenal, and the rugged one-two combo was just too much
for Livingston.
.

By JEFF

On it'ovcmber ;!4-5 the
Jarksonvi!ie State {jniversii.; wrl.st!ing team traveled
to Cklaltancopa, 'Tennessee
i
c 0 m pe,te i n
Southern Open.
'This tournament. regard153 ;is o n e n t t h e
prestigluus tournaments in
the south, is ijzsed
the
pet!orrnanee o f t h e i n dlvidnal wrestlers. not a s a
icam participalloc.
The wrrst'aers

W

~

Qh a 2

t h e best sb.~-;aj:figfc:.the J.3x
State
were Russ
-.<,:
\ , ,js@n 2nd chuck Dobisi!;s,

#hc wrestiPb ,is the heavy-

Delta fdback chums forward aghse Bd
i Bsldit s w a m .

Volleyball
(Continued From Page 8 )
vvho wantdd to phy," said
,Gers. '.Now I have nme
girls on schola-ship." Other
pasible starters are freshman Mini Sewell and
sophomores Ann Tillman
and Kathy Burge.
Here are some of ' ~ k e r s '
comments on his top seven:
Holmes : "plays
everything, Her speed and
ba%i handling a r e very
1 9

Kendrick: "one of ttae
most popular girls on the
team. One of the best allm u l d players."

VXI Pelt: "a leader 011 the
court and smart ."
illmow: "one of the finest
dribb!ers and passers."
Collins:
"plays
everything. Rough and not
afraid of contact under the
boards."
Chatfield : "one of the best
rebounders. Has tremendous
leading ability. Can play
anywhere."
Mitchell: "speed is one of
her biggest assets. Probably
m e of the best shooters."

(Continued From Page 8 )
the second consecutive year.
Other Jax State players lM&e hlmn &3Ct%
named All-Toiarnament were
Yvonne Gunn and J a n expert
Roberts. Gunn, captain of
the k a m , has been noted for
Managing edlror :;!;IC~
her consistent level - headed PJmon won t i e ~%=~%c:wr
play
and
leadership "expert" panel race wkh a
throughout the entire season. prckirg accuracy o i 63
Roberts, a graduating percent
senior, spiked unbelievably
Sporrs e d ~ t o r David
in the tournament and was Johnson took se-:ond with 67
an absolute thrill to watch. ~ e r c e r i t , and graduating
J a x State produced a editor ~ a v i r !~ o r dposted
winning team under the 2&9 record his last week of
leadership of coach Barbara oorr~petitionto zoom intc "ik9
MrVilson whom all the players third place spot wit11 61
love and respect very much. percent.
'Ke townamenl was not won
The fina! stanciings looked
by individuals but by a team like this :
Mike Mrsnn, 6M'i ,690.
that has worked hard to
David Johrison, 58-29,.@7.
become players and friends.
3.
8 d.
.,id Ford, 53-34,.5G9.
Next year's team looks
Tviausice Bowles, 52pmrmslng w t h all but two
players retuniing for action. 35,598.
Jeff Cox, 17-12,.586.
People to be congratulated
The results of the New
and praised a r e Karen
Hester, Nan Jones, Libby Mexico State - West Texas
Jones, Tammy Schneider, game and the Louisville Mary Seeds, Karen Owe~-bs, Southern Miss. game were
Jan Nicotra, Dana Obnsted not available for tabulation.
- I f you have these alland Lana Hollingsworth.
I wish everyone could have important scores: please call
experienced the thrill of David Ford anytime after 2
victory for a champion team. am.
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Jax State 41, Tray 21
A blocked punt in the third quarter gave Jax State the
momentun on a silver platter a s the Gamecocks rose to
the occasion and "whupped" archrival Troy by three
touchdowns.
Freshman linebacker Benny Hill burst though the Troy
line to solidly block a Troy punt late iq the third quarter.
Sophomore Rod Green picked up the loose ball and
scampered 32 yards for a Gamecock TD to snap a 14-14 tie,
and 'Troy never really recovered.
"The first thing I thought was TD," said Green.
Jax State also utilized its passing attack and scrappy
Red Bandit deferie to overcome highly -regarded Troy,
thenrankedNo. 5i.n thenation in DiwsionII.
Moreen, Barker and Young co~nbinedfor 13 catches and
285 yards. "There's just no way they can cover all of us,"
said Barker.
Green hit 14 of 22 for two TD's, and Watts was true on
five of eight for one TD.
The win set up a shootout for all the marbles agarnst
North Alabama in Paul Snow Memorial Stadium. Next
Saturday's victor would clinch the Gulf South crown and
almost certainly a berth in the KCAA Divisi~nII playoffs.
"All we are thinking is that we've got what we wanteda chance to go back to ~e playoffs," sumriapized
kuhacka Eddie Gafirdde. "Now it's ''#hunUNA week."'
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a chance to go back to the pliyoffs," suanmarized
iinebacker Eddie Garfinkle. "Now it's 'WhupUNA week.'''
Jax State 19, North Alabama 14
Just like a line from an old Western movie, "this tawn
wasn't big enough for both of 'em" a s Jax State gunned
down UNA in the showdown of the year and sent the Lions
home to Florence.
Jax State's destination was somewhat different, though.
The Jaxmen, ranked No. 6 in the nation, received a bid the
next day to play in the Division I1 playoffs in Newark,
Qelaware.
The Gamecocks earned their trip to Delaware on the
strength of the steady Red Bandits and the potent Jax
State passing game.
The Red Bandits picked off three Lion aerials, and
junior roverback Dwayne Parker put the only points of the
&st half on the board when he ran back one of those interceptions 35 yards for a Jax State TD.
Green -to - Moreen and Green -to - Young were good for
the final Gamecock points, all in the third quarter.
However, the fighting Lions closed the gap to 13-7 in the
third quarter and 19-14 in the fourth. but the Red Bandits
iced the struggle when it counted most.
Young pulled dom 14 catches for 143 yards and broke
Barker's Gulf South record for most receptions in a single
game.
"I can't remember Twin (Young) missing one all day,"
praised Green. "And shoot, If you just throw it close to
Moe (Mooreen), he is gdng to catch it. It's like he's got
four hands or something. Butch (Barker) is always there,
and our offensive line gives me all the time I need."

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Jan. 8
Jan. 11.
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 17
Jan. 20
Jan. 22
Jan. 26
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Jan, 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 10
Feb. 12
Feb. 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 23
Feb. 24

Delaware 42, Jax State 27
The Gamecocks kept coming all day long against No. 3
Delaware, but the Blue Hens broke away from a 2741
burth quarter tie to snatch the win from the Jaxmen.
A bitter wind whipped through Delaware Stadium and
proved to be a factor in the contest in the first half.
Fbwerful gusts pounded punts to the earth like pebbles,
but the wind hurt both clubs in the first half
It wasn't the wind that beat the Jaxmen, nor was it
Delaware's famed wing-T. It was just one of those days
when it wasn't meant to be.
Jax State fell b e h d 134 in the first quarter, and many
Blue Hen fans were preparing for a rout. But the Jaxmen
hadn't come that far on luck, and early in the second
period the poised Gamecocks came back like a whirlwind.
The Gamecocks were up by 16-13at the half, and the Blue
Hens were about ready to throw in their feathers,
However, Delaware regained the momentum and pulled
away from a 27-27 deadlock with two TD's and an insurance field goal in the final period.
The Hens hurt Jax State by gathering in three interceptions in the fourth quarter, all by linebacker K. C.
Keller.
"Let's go back to Alabama," said Green calmly,
Welcome home, Gamecocks. You represented your
school and your state well,
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24-25
27
2
5-6

CF Classic
Valdosta, Ga.
Bowling Green
W. Ky. Univ.
Home
Shorter Call.
I'vlontgomery Tip-Off Club Auburn at Mont.
Tourney
Shorter College
Rome, Ga.
Troy State
Home
W. Ga. ~olfege
Cmollton, Ga.
Miss, College
Clinton, Ms.
Delta State
Cleveland, Ms.
U. of N. Ala.
Home
U. of Tenn. at Martin
Home
Nicholls State
Ihiboudax, La.
SE La. Univ.
PIammond, La.
Miss. College
Home
Home
W. Ga. College
Livingston Univ.
Livingston
%me
Delta State
Home
SE La. Univ.
Hame
Nicholls State
B o y State
Troy
Home
Livingston Univ.
Ivlartin, Tern.
U-T at Martin
Florence
U of N. Ala.

Lady Gamecock
cage schedule
DATE
kc. 1
Dec. 2
Jan. 6
Jan. If.
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan, 24
Jan. 26
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 9
Feb. 12,
Feb. 15
Feb. 23-24

I

OPPONENT
Stillman
ROY
Troy
UAB-H'ville
Talladega
Judson
hvingston
Ala.
A&M
Talladega
Tuskegee
U. of N. Ala.
A!a. A&M
Judson
U. of N. Ala.
Berry
LJAB-H'viile
Livingston
Stillman
State Tourney,
All times CST
otherwise stated

~&,l>*::$s$~*;

PLACE
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
&me
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

TIME
7:OO
5:oo
TBA
5:OO

7:oo
7:OO

5:IE
5:OO
5:00
5:15 EST
7:OO
7:oo
5:OQ
5:00
7:OO
5:oo
TIBA
5:00
5:oo

unless
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Red B a ndit dives for d d ~ Delta
g State quarterback
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Vine Ripe
College Center

Presen~sThe

Pearl Har or Day Blast
Come and Get Bombed

Pinball, S eet & Shuffleboar
Contest

